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The goal of this dissertation is the integration between maintenance and
production scheduling. The dissertation starts with a structured and com-
prehensive review of the literature on modelling the integration between
maintenance and production scheduling. The review makes a distinction
between interrelated and integrated models. Interrelated models superim-
pose the solution of one element on the model of the other element, while
integrated models consider two or more elements of the production system
simultaneously. Integrated models are proven to provide significant savings
in operational cost and higher production system efficiency.
The second part of the dissertation models the integration of production
scheduling and preventive maintenance scheduling on a single machine that
is subject to random failures. Preventive maintenance that restores the ma-
chine to ‘as good as new’ condition is should be performed, if needed, before
the start of job processing. The objective is to determine a schedule that
xii
combines job processing and preventive maintenance activities that mini-
mizes the total weighted expected jobs completion times. A mixed integer
programming model is developed for the problem. Solving this model results
in the optimum schedule.
The third part of the dissertation studies the previous problem taking
into account the total cost of maintenance and production. Total cost in-
cludes costs of preventive maintenance, minimal repair and work in process
inventory. Again the problem is formulated as a mixed integer programming
model.
The dissertation concludes with suggestions for some future directions for
research in this area. In addition, a preliminary investigation is presented
regarding models that add quality to the integrated model, resulting in a
three way joint determination of an integrated schedule and an optimum
quality control chart design.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 INTRODUCTION
Production scheduling, maintenance and quality are the fundamental ele-
ments for any production system. Since the 1950’s, research in these elements
has sustained a growing attention of researchers, as well as practitioners. This
interest was driven by the increasing competition in global markets. As such,
the theory in this area has nurtured and became mature. Many researchers
believe that treating these elements independently would result in a subop-
timal solution. Hence, research in the integrated models has recently gained
momentum.
Modern production systems rely on optimal and effective planning and
scheduling for their operations. It is a usual practice to plan for one element
of the production system, independent of the others and, to ignore their
possible mutuality. Furthermore, this independent planning is done through
1
2separate functional teams. As a result, plans of a specific function may dis-
rupt other function plans. For example, the maintenance function schedules
a major shutdown and communicates it to the production. The suggested
maintenance may maximize the machine availability, but will disrupt pro-
duction plans. Similarly, production schedulers may have the tendency to
utilize machines to their full capacity to meet demand disregarding mainte-
nance requirements. In this case, productivity may increase, but machine
availability will decrease due to more frequent breakdowns. Figure 1.1 shows
the possible interactions between different elements of a production system
that will be clearly visible at the shop floor level where conflicts between the
three plans arise.
Production Planning 
and Scheduling
Maintenance 
Planning and 
Scheduling
Quality Control
Shop 
Floor
Figure 1.1: Classical disjoint planning for production, maintenance and qual-
ity
Independent planning may provide optimal performance at the level of a
specific function. A global optimal can only be achieved by models integrat-
3ing all functional elements of the system. Integrated production models are
expected to deal with multiple elements of conflicting nature; hence, planning
these elements independently will cause conflicts between their corresponding
functions. This disturbance can be reduced through coordination between
two or more elements of the production system. Figure 1.2 shows functional
coordination in real life practice at the two levels of planning and scheduling,
where production planning is done and then that plan goes to the shop floor
and quality planning for implementation. Meanwhile, maintenance planning
and scheduling develop their own plans and schedules to be implemented on
the shop floor.
Maintenance 
Planning 
Maintenance 
Scheduling 
Production 
Planning
Quality 
Planning
Shop Floor 
Schedule
Shop Floor 
Production
Figure 1.2: Interrelation between planning of production, quality and main-
tenance on the shop floor
Integrated models are usually not easy to develop, because of their multi-
dimensional complexity. As such, the level of integration in planning between
functional elements in production setting is minimal. Planners may give
higher priority to a certain function and plan for that solely. The output
4plan will be taken as an input to the second in priority function. For that
function, a plan will be built taking the input of the other function as a
constraint. For example, production schedules can be generated given that
the machine will be out of service for a specific duration. This situation
can be seen as coordination or superimposition rather than real integration.
These types of models can be referred to as interrelated models.
1.2 AN OVERVIEW
The objective of production planning is to identify the optimal produc-
tion plan that satisfies demand with a minimum cost. This cost is usually
composed of inventory holding and production setup costs. Production plan-
ning usually assumes a perfect environment in terms of resource availability
and process quality. Resource unavailability during the production process
will increase production costs and affect inventory levels needed to satisfy
customer demand. Production planning is done as part of a hierarchical
planning process, where the production plan is cascaded down to a more
detailed production schedule. The objective of scheduling is to sequence
production tasks, in order to minimize a certain performance measure of
customer satisfaction. Performance measures may include average flow time,
maximum production time or meeting due dates. These measures are mini-
mized under different configurations of production resources, such as single
machine, parallel machines, flowshop or jobshop. For each configuration, dif-
5ferent scheduling rules are presented to optimize different performance mea-
sures. These rules are used to schedule production tasks on machines over
time. Available production scheduling models are mostly deterministic mod-
els based on methodologies varying from traditional integer programming to
Branch-Bound techniques to Lagrangean relaxation and optimization-based
heuristics. These models and techniques have been implemented in a variety
of manufacturing systems.
Customers’ satisfaction of delivery, offered by successful production plan-
ning and scheduling, can be affected by quality deterioration resulting from
shifts in process mean, variance or both. Preventive Maintenance (PM) is
utilized to delay or prevent these shifts, which can be detected by Statisti-
cal Process Control (SPC) tools. To control a production process, proper
planning is needed for PM activities as well as effective quality control tools.
PM studies focus on inspection and replacement intervals or address equip-
ment condition. PM planning models are typically stochastic in nature (ei-
ther mathematical or simulation) accompanied by optimization techniques
designed to maximize equipment availability or minimize equipment mainte-
nance costs.
Preventive maintenance is usually done in two different ways. The first
is time-based or preventive, where maintenance tasks are scheduled for the
production unit when it reaches a certain age. The second is condition-based
or predictive where maintenance is scheduled based on machine conditions.
6The ultimate goal of condition-based maintenance is to perform maintenance
when the maintenance activity is most appropriate and before the equipment
loses optimum performance. This is in contrast to time-based maintenance,
where a piece of equipment gets maintained at predetermained points of time
whether it needs it or not.
1.3 DISSERTATION OBJECTIVES AND MO-
TIVATION
Although, the interest in integrated modeling is increasing, review papers
on integrated models are limited (Pandey et al., 2010a; Budai et al., 2008;
Ben-Daya and Rahim, 2001). Motivated by the lack in review papers, this
dissertation provides, at first, a state of the art model for the integration
between planning and scheduling of production, maintenance, and quality.
It is proven that integrated models offer savings in operating costs and a
higher utilization of resources.
After reviewing the literature, this dissertation considers three integrated
problems:
1. Integrating job scheduling and preventive maintenance on a single ma-
chine to minimize expected total job completion times.
2. Integrating job scheduling and preventive maintenance on a single ma-
chine to minimize costs associated with maintenance, minimal repair
7and work in process inventory.
3. Investigating the effect of quality rejection rate on delaying job com-
pletion time and its effect on decisions related to job scheduling and
preventive maintenance.
This chapter only provides a brief introduction for each problem. A de-
tailed introduction is given at the beginning of each of the coming chapters.
The motivation to study the integrated job scheduling and preventive
maintenance problem, in addition to cost savings, comes from the need to
overcome conflicts arising between production and maintenance functions in
most manufacturing systems. While the production unit has an interest in
keeping a continuous production run to satisfy customer needs, the main-
tenance function is committed to long life asset management and optimum
maintenance tasks and activities. These two objectives, in many cases, cause
conflicts when planned or unplanned shutdowns cause a serious delay in
production schedules. Solving the production scheduling and PM planning
problems independently ignores these inherent conflicts. Even when the con-
flict is managed, the result is not usually optimized globally, because both
schedules are developed independently from each other and then combined
over the planning horizon.
To our knowledge, there are no integrated models between job scheduling
and quality control in the literature. Meanwhile, the integration between pre-
ventive maintenance and quality control is well established in the literature.
8Fewer models exist in the integration between job scheduling and preventive
maintenance. The three way integration between job scheduling, preventive
maintenance and quality control is highly challenging. This dissertation at-
tempts to address this gap in the literature, which simultaneously captures
the effect of job scheduling, preventive maintenance and quality control on
the overall system performance.
1.4 ORGANIZATION OF THE DISSERTA-
TION
Chapter 2 provides a literature review focusing on the integration be-
tween planning and scheduling of production, maintenance and quality. The
review identifies some of the gaps that needed to be addressed. As a result,
Chapters 3 and 4 discuss integration between job scheduling and preventive
maintenance for two different objectives. Chapter 3 addresses the minimiza-
tion of expected total weighted job completion times. Chapter 4 addresses
the objective of minimizing total costs associated with maintenance and in-
ventory.
Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes the research in this dissertation, and briefly
discusses some potential future work.
Chapter 2
LITERATURE REVIEW OF INTEGRATED
MODELS IN PRODUCTION PLANNING
AND SCHEDULING, MAINTENANCE
AND QUALITY
2.1 INTRODUCTION
In recent years, researchers have enriched the literature in integrated
planning. Much research has investigated integrating production and mainte-
nance planning (Aghezzaf et al., 2007; Chelbi et al., 2008; El-Ferik, 2008). Re-
search also has investigated integration production and maintenance schedul-
ing (Sortrakul and Cassady, 2007; Kuo and Chang, 2007; Yulan et al., 2008;
Naderi et al., 2009a,b; Berrichi et al., 2009, 2010). Integrating maintenance
and quality control was investigated too (Zhou and Zhu, 2008; Yeung et al.,
2008; Wu and Makis, 2008; Panagiotidou and Tagaras, 2007, 2008; Panagi-
otidou and Nenes, 2009; Radhoui et al., 2010).
9
10
Despite increasing interest, existing work reviewing integrated models
are limited (Pandey et al., 2010a; Budai et al., 2008; Ben-Daya and Rahim,
2001). This chapter can be seen as an extension to their work. The key
feature distinguishing the work in this chapter from other reviews is the
differentiation between the concept of interrelation and integration. In ad-
dition, this review considers the integrated models of production scheduling.
In section 2.2, interrelated models are presented in production planning and
scheduling, maintenance and quality. Section 2.3 discusses two way integra-
tion between production elements. Section 2.4 discusses production planning,
maintenance and quality integrated models. Section 2.5, presents gaps in the
literature. Finally, section 2.6 presents conclusions.
2.2 INTERRELATED MODELS
Interrelated models consider optimizing a certain component of a produc-
tion system, taking the requirement of another component as a constraint.
For example, models exist for scheduling jobs with machine unavailability due
to maintenance operations (arrow 4 in Figure 2.1). The inverse is also com-
mon where maintenance operations are scheduled while taking into consider-
ation the production schedule (arrow 3 in Figure 2.1). Production schedules
and maintenance schedules are cascaded down from production plans and
maintenance plans. In this example, interrelation can occur at the planning
level (arrows 1 and 2 in Figure 2.1). Section 2.2.1 presents interrelated models
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between production and maintenance scheduling. Section 2.2.2 presents in-
terrelated models between maintenance and inventory control. Section 2.2.3
presents interrelated models between quality control and inventory control
where EMQ is assumed to have defectives.
Production Planning
Detailed Production 
Scheduling
Maintenance Scheduling
Maintenance Planning
Production Plan (1)
Maintenance Plan (2)
Machine Unavailability (4)
Production Schedule (3)
Figure 2.1: Interrelated models between production and maintenance
2.2.1 PRODUCTION AND MAINTENANCE SCHEDUL-
ING INTERRELATED MODELS
Most papers in the scheduling field are based on the assumption that ma-
chines are continuously available. Adiri et al. (1989) studied the single ma-
chine nonpreemptive scheduling problem of minimizing total completion time
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of jobs for both stochastic and deterministic cases. The single machine is not
available for the entire scheduling horizon. To solve the problem, a shortest
processing time (SPT) heuristic algorithm was proposed. In Schmidt (2000),
a review was presented, related to deterministic scheduling problems, where
machines are not continuously available for processing. Sadfi et al. (2005)
studied the single machine total completion scheduling problem subject to
a period of maintenance. In Ji et al. (2007), the objective was to find a
schedule that minimizes the makespan, subject to periodic maintenance and
nonresumable jobs. Low et al. (2008) studied a single machine scheduling
problem, with an availability constraint, under simple linear deterioration for
both preemptive and nonpreemptive cases. The objective was to minimize
the makespan in the system.
The maintenance task can be seen as a special job that should not be
processed with longer than a predefined interval. Qi et al. (1999) studied
scheduling maintenance on a machine that must be maintained after it con-
tinuously works for a period of time. The objective was to minimize total
completion time of jobs. They presented two metaheuristics to solve the
problem. Raza et al. (2007) extended this work with the objective to min-
imize total earliness and tardiness with a common due date. In Low et al.
(2010), a several maintenance periods modeled on a single machine. The ma-
chine should be stopped for maintenance after a periodic time interval or to
change tools after a fixed amount of jobs are processed simultaneously. Yang
et al. (2002) scheduled flexible maintenance on a single machine, where the
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machine should be stopped for a constant maintenance time interval, during
the scheduling period. Liao and Chen (2003) studied scheduling periodic
maintenance jobs on a single machine. Several maintenance periods were
deliberated, where each maintenance type was required after a periodic time
interval. Specifically, the problem was to minimize the maximum tardiness
with periodic maintenance and nonresumable jobs. Chen (2009) scheduled
periodic maintenance to minimize the number of tardy jobs. Based on the
Moores algorithm, an effective heuristic was developed to provide a near-
optimal schedule for the problem.
The multiple machine scheduling problems with unavailability constraints
have also been studied. Schmidt (1988) studied the parallel machine preemp-
tive scheduling problem, where each job had a deadline and each machine
had different availability intervals. Lee (1991) considered the problem of
minimizing the makespan for parallel machines, where machines may not be
available in a certain time interval. To solve this problem, he proposed a mod-
ified longest processing time (LPT) algorithm and showed a tight worst-case
bound. Kellerer (1998) introduced an algorithm for a parallel machine prob-
lem with different starting times. Ho and Wong (1995) studied minimizing
makespan on m parallel machines and proposed a two machine optimization
(TMO) algorithm. Liao et al. (2005, 2007) introduced a fixed known un-
available period for the TMO. Their objective was to minimize makespan
on two machines, where only one machine has a fixed known unavailable
period. Lin and Liao (2007) extended previous work and presented a model
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minimizing makespan on two machines, where each machine has a fixed and
known unavailable period. Lee and Liman (1993) studied minimizing total
completion time for two parallel machines where one machine is available for
some period, after which the machine is no longer available. Their work was
extended by Mosheiov (1994) to m parallel machines with different starting
times. Lee and Chen (2000) studied minimizing total completion time on m
parallel machines, where each machine should be maintained at least once in
the planning horizon. They identified the problem as having two versions. In
first, more than one machine can be maintained simultaneously. In second,
no more than one machine can be maintained at a time.
The flowshop problem with unavailability constraint was also studied in
the literature (Lee, 1997; Espinouse et al., 1999; Blazewicz et al., 2001; Es-
pinouse et al., 2001; Kubiak et al., 2002; Aggoune, 2003; Allaoui and Artiba,
2004; Kubzin and Strusevich, 2005; Aggoune and Portmann, 2006; Allaoui
and Artiba, 2006; Yang et al., 2008; Allaoui et al., 2008; Liao and Tsai, 2009;
Gholami et al., 2009).
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Table 2.1: Maintenance and scheduling interrelated models
Category Models
Single machine Adiri et al. (1989), Qi et al. (1999), Schmidt (2000), Yang
et al. (2002), Liao and Chen (2003), Sadfi et al. (2005),
Raza et al. (2007), Low et al. (2008), Chen (2009), Low et
al. (2010)
Parallel machines Schmidt (1988), Burton et al. (1989), Banerjee and Bur-
ton (1990), Lee (1991), Lee and Liman (1992), Lee and
Liman (1993), Mosheiov (1994), Chakravarty and Balakr-
ishnan (1995), Suresh and Chaudhuri (1996), Lee (1996),
Brandolese et al. (1996), Kellerer (1998), Asano and Ohta
(1999a), Asano and Ohta (1999b), Holthaus (1999), Lee
(1999), Graves and Lee (1999), O’Donovan et al. (1999),
Lee and Chen (2000), Rabinowitz et al. (2000), Chan
(2001), Lee and Lin (2001), Blazewicz and Formanowicz
(2002), Wu and Lee (2003), Breit et al. (2003), Leung
and Pinedo (2004), Cai et al. (2004), Liao et al. (2005),
Chen and Liao (2005), Chen (2006a), Chen (2006b), Chen
(2006c), Gao et al. (2006), Chan et al. (2006), Liao et al.
(2007), Cheng (2007), Chen (2007c), Chen (2007b), Lin and
Liao (2007), Lee and Wu (2008), Xu et al. (2008), Chen and
Tsou (2008), Sbihi and Varnier (2008), Gurela and Akturk
(2008), Chen (2008), Mosheiov and Sarig (2009), Mellouli
et al. (2009), Sun and Li (2010), Pan et al. (2010)
Flowshop Lee (1997), Espinouse et al. (1999), Blazewicz et al. (2001),
Espinouse et al. (2001), Kubiak et al. (2002), Aggoune
(2003), Allaoui and Artiba (2004), Kubzin and Strusevich
(2005), Aggoune and Portmann (2006), Allaoui and Artiba
(2006), Ji et al. (2007), Allaoui et al. (2008), Yang et al.
(2008), Liao and Tsai (2009), Gholami et al. (2009)
2.2.2 PRODUCTION AND MAINTENANCE PLAN-
NING INTERRELATED MODELS
In the following, we consider maintenance models under the direct ef-
fect of production requirements model but that don’t provide changes to the
original production plan. The production system may be planned to have
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an excess amount of production (buffer) to overcome shortages due to un-
expected production interruption due to machine breakdowns. There are a
number of models that explored production systems with buffer (Das and
Sarkar, 1999; Iravani and Duenyas, 2002; Yao et al., 2005; Kyriakidis and
Dimitrakos, 2006; Chelbi and Ait-Kadi, 2004).
Some models in the literature presented the economic manufacturing
quantity (EMQ) or lot sizing with the presence of stochastic machine break-
downs and corrective maintenance (Groenevelt et al., 1992a,b; Sarper, 1993;
Anily et al., 1998; Vassiliadis and Pistikopoulos, 2001; Cavory et al., 2001;
Ben-Daya, 2002; Chung, 2003; Lee, 2005; Lin and Gong, 2006; Kenne´ et al.,
2006; Lodree and Geiger, 2010).
Finch and Gilbert (1986) presented an integrated conceptual framework
for maintenance and production, in which they focus especially on man-
power issues during corrective and preventive work. Duffuaa and Al-Sultan
(1997, 1999), extended Finch and Gilbert (1986) and casted the maintenance
scheduling problem in a stochastic framework. For a multipurpose plant, Lou
et al. (1992) and Dedopoulos and Shah (1995) considered a multi-product
manufacturing system, with random breakdowns and random repair time.
They offered an interrelated production and maintenance model that deter-
mines the relationship between failure and profitability, as well as the costs
of different maintenance policies. Vaurio (1999) developed unavailability and
cost rate functions for components whose failures can occur randomly. Di-
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jkhuizen (2001) discussed the problem of clustering preventive maintenance
jobs in a multi-component production system that has multiple setups. Cas-
sady et al. (2000) presented the concept of selective maintenance, where
production systems are required to perform a sequence of operations with
finite breaks between each operation. Rishel and Christy (1996) studied the
impact of incorporating maintenance policies into the material requirement
planning (MRP) system. Four performance measures were used to evaluate
the impact of merging maintenance policies with the MRP system: num-
ber of on-time orders, number of scheduled maintenance actions, number of
equipment failures and the total maintenance costs. Six different MRP sys-
tems were used to determine if integrating scheduled maintenance with the
production schedule would improve the performance measures. Brandolese
et al. (1996) considered the problem of planning a multi-product made up
for flexible machines operating in parallel. They developed a model that de-
termined the optimal schedule for both production and maintenance check
points. Cheung et al. (2004) considered a plant with several units of dif-
ferent types, where there are different shutdown periods for maintenance.
The problem was to allocate units to these periods in a way that production
was least affected. Maintenance was not modeled in detail, but incorporated
through frequency or period restrictions.
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Table 2.2: Maintenance and inventory control interrelated models
Category Models
Buffer inventory
models
Das and Sarkar (1999), Iravani and Duenyas
(2002), Chelbi and Ait-Kadi (2004), Yao et al.
(2005), Kyriakidis and Dimitrakos (2006)
EMQ models Groenevelt et al. (1992a), Groenevelt et al.
(1992b), Sarper (1993), Anily et al. (1998), Vas-
siliadis and Pistikopoulos (2001), Cavory et al.
(2001), Ben-Daya (2002), Chung (2003), Lee
(2005), Lin and Gong (2006), Kenne´ et al. (2006),
Lodree and Geiger (2010)
Other models Finch and Gilbert (1986), Lou et al. (1992), De-
dopoulos and Shah (1995), Sanmarti et al. (1995),
Duffuaa and Al-Sultan (1997), Duffuaa and Al-
Sultan (1999), Weinstein and Chung (1999), Vau-
rio (1999), Rishel and Christy (1996), Abboud
et al. (2000), Dijkhuizen (2001), Cassady et al.
(2001), Sudiarso and Labib (2002), Coudert et al.
(2002), Sloan (2004), Cheung et al. (2004), Guo et
al. (2007), Chen (2007a)
2.2.3 PRODUCTION AND QUALITY INTERRELATED
MODELS
Classical production planning models assume all produced items have
an acceptable quality level (i.e. production process mean and variance) re-
mains in-control during the entire production time. In the literature, some of
the production planning models can be found with the assumption to have
rejected items. This type of production is called an imperfect production
process (Rosenblatt and Lee (1986a,b) and Lin et al. (1991) and Hariga and
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Ben-Daya (1998) and Salameh and Jaber (2000)).
Porteus (1986) studied the relationship between lot size and quality.
Keller and Noori (1988) evaluated quality investments under uniform and
exponential lead time demand. Chand (1989) investigated learning effect
in process quality on the optimal setup frequency. Cheng (1989) modeled
the relationship between production setup and process reliability and flex-
ibility. Cheng (1991) modeled an EPQ with imperfect production process
and demand dependent unit production cost. Mehraz et al. (1991) consid-
ered the lot size and quality issue in the context of the news-boy problem.
Khouja and Mehraz (1994) dealt with economic production lot size, where
the production rate is a decision variable. Hong (1995) determined optimal
lot size with lead time and quality improvement. Kim and Hong (1999) pre-
sented an EMQ model, which determines an optimal production run length
in three deteriorating production processes: constant, linear and exponen-
tially increasing. Voros (1999) developed a model that relates lot size, quality
improvement and setup time reduction. Ben-Daya and Hariga (2000) studied
the economic lot scheduling problem under imperfect production process.
Lee and Zipkin (1992) considered quality issues in Kanban production
systems. Rahim and Banerjee (1988) and Schneider et al. (1990) developed
an optimal decision rule for tool re-setting for a process with random lin-
ear drift to minimize the cost of rejected items. Gunasekaran et al. (1995)
addressed issues related to optimal investments and lot sizing policies for
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improved productivity and quality. For a deteriorating production system,
Yeh et al. (2000) studied optimal run length where products are sold under
warranty.
Table 2.3: Quality control and inventory control interrelated models
Category Models
Imperfect EPQ Porteus (1986), Rosenblatt and Lee (1986a),
Rosenblatt and Lee (1986b), Keller and Noori
(1988), Chand (1989), Cheng (1989), Lin et
al. (1991), Cheng (1991), Mehraz et al. (1991),
Khouja and Mehraz (1994), Hong (1995), Hariga
and Ben-Daya (1998), Kim and Hong (1999),
Voros (1999), Salameh and Jaber (2000), Ben-
Daya and Hariga (2000), Chiu et al. (2007),
Charles-Owaba et al. (2008b), Charles-Owaba et
al. (2008a), Chen (2010), Faria et al. (2010), Sana
and Chaudhuri (2010)
Other Rahim and Banerjee (1988), Schneider et al.
(1990), Lee and Zipkin (1992), Gunasekaran et al.
(1995), Yeh et al. (2000)
2.3 INTEGRATED MODELS
Integrated models between inventory control, maintenance and quality
control are models where decision variables are simultaneously serving more
than one of them as shown in Figure 2.2 (areas 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5) . Section 2.3.1
discusses integration between maintenance and inventory control (area 1 in
Figure 2.2). Section 2.3.2 discusses integration between maintenance and
scheduling (area 2 in Figure 2.2). Section 2.3.3 discusses integration between
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quality control and inventory control (area 3 in Figure 2.2). Section 2.3.4
discusses integration between quality control and maintenance (area 4 in
Figure 2.2).
1
2
Quality
Control
Inventory 
Control
Maintenance
Planning
Production 
Scheduling
Maintenance 
Scheduling
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Figure 2.2: Integrated models in production, maintenance and quality
2.3.1 INTEGRATING MAINTENANCE AND INVEN-
TORY CONTROL
Srinivasan and Lee (1996) modeled PM as a decision of the inventory
level. PM operation is initiated when inventory reaches a certain level then
it restores production system to an ‘as-good-as new’ condition. After the PM
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operation, the production system will remain without production until the
inventory level drops down to or below a predefined value. At that inventory
level, the facility continues to produce stock until inventory is raised back
to the inventory level where maintenance is applied. A minimal repair is
conducted if the facility breaks down. Okamura et al. (2001) generalized the
model with the assumption that both the demand and the production process
are a continuous-time renewal counting process. Machine breakdowns follow
non-homogeneous Poisson process. Pistikopoulos et al. (2000) described an
optimization framework for general multi-purpose process models, which de-
termines both the optimal design as well as the production and maintenance
plans simultaneously. Goel et al. (2003) presented a reliability allocation
model coupled with the existing design, production and maintenance opti-
mization framework. The aim was to identify the optimal size and initial
reliability for each unit of equipment at the design stage.
A properly integrated production and maintenance plan can be achieved
by optimizing the production rate and maintenance intervals for a production
system. This system consists of multiple identical machines with random
breakdowns, repairs and PM activities. The objective of the control problem
is to find the production rate and PM frequency of the machines, so as to
minimize the total cost of inventory/backlog, repair and PM. This line of
research can be found (Gharbi and Kenne´, 2000; Kenne´ and Boukas, 2003;
Kenne´ et al., 2003; Gharbi and Kenne´, 2005).
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Production and maintenance planning were integrated for a given set
of items that must be produced in lots on a capacitated production sys-
tem throughout a specified finite planning horizon (Aghezzaf et al., 2007;
Dieulle et al., 2003). Ben-Daya and Noman (2006) developed an integrated
model that considers simultaneous inventory production decisions, mainte-
nance schedule, and warranty policy. This model was presented for a dete-
riorating system that experiences quality shifts. El-Ferik (2008) dealt with
the problem of joint determination for both economic production quantity
and imperfect PM schedules. The production system undergoes PM, either
upon failure or after having reached a predetermined age, whichever occurs
first.
Production planning is affected by machine breakdowns due to aging.
Proper PM planning will reduce the age of the production unit and, hence,
number of defective items produced in the lot. Chelbi et al. (2008) focused
on finding, simultaneously, the optimal values of the lot size Q and the age
T at which preventive maintenance must be performed. They considered a
single unit production system, which must satisfy a constant and continuous
demand D, shifts to an out-of-control state and produces non-conforming
units at a given rate, after a random period of operation. The system is
submitted to an age-based preventive maintenance policy. A PM action is
performed as soon as the system reaches age T without having shifted to
the out-of-control state. If the shift to the out-of-control state is detected, a
restoration action of the system is planned for L time units later.
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Total Cost Rate =
Production Cost+Maintenance Cost
Expected Cycle T ime
Production Cost =Inventory Cost+Nonconforming Items Cost
+ Shortage Cost+ Setup Cost
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Table 2.4: Maintenance and inventory control integrated models
Category Models
Maintenance
and inventory
control
Srinivasan and Lee (1996) PM cost, a repair cost,
a setup cost, a holding cost, and a backorder cost.
Pistikopoulos et al. (2000) introduced a system ef-
fectiveness optimization framework. Goel et al.
(2003) extended a combined design, production
and maintenance planning formulation for multi-
purpose process plants. Dieulle et al. (2003) A
maintenance scheduling function determines ran-
dom inspecting times. Ben-Daya and Noman
(2006) Integrates inventory production decisions,
PM schedule, and warranty policy for a deteri-
orating system that experiences shifts to an out
of control state. Aghezzaf et al. (2007) consid-
ered a set of items that must be produced in lots
on a capacitated production system throughout a
specified finite planning horizon. El-Ferik (2008)
proposed a model for the joint determination of
economic production quantity and PM schedules
under imperfect maintenance.
Optimizing the
production rate
and mainte-
nance intervals
Gharbi and Kenne´ (2000) considered a multiple-
identical-machine manufacturing system with ran-
dom breakdowns, repairs and PM activities.
Kenne´ and Boukas (2003) dealt with the produc-
tion and PM planning control problem for a multi-
machine flexible manufacturing system (FMS).
Kenne´ et al. (2003) presented the analysis of the
optimal production control and corrective mainte-
nance planning problem for a failure prone man-
ufacturing system consisting of several identical
machines, Gharbi and Kenne´ (2005) presented a
two-level hierarchical control model that find the
production and PM rates minimize the total cost
of inventory/backlog, repair and PM.
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2.3.2 INTEGRATING MAINTENANCE AND SCHEDUL-
ING
Production planning is very dependent on machine conditions. Machine
breakdowns may disturb the production process and cause delay in sched-
ules. Despite this dependency, classical scheduling models ignored machine
breakdowns. However, recently, researchers spot out the need to integrate
planning for production and maintenance. This integration is justified by
expected cost savings and better resource utilization. Maintenance schedul-
ing might delay the production schedule, but will reduce expected number
of machine failures.
For the objective of total weighted tardiness, Cassady and Kutanoglu
(2003) investigated the benefits of integration through a numerical study
of small problems. In Yulan et al. (2008) five objectives were simultane-
ously considered to optimize the integrated problem of PM and produc-
tion scheduling. The five objectives included minimizing maintenance cost,
makespan, total weighted completion time (TWC) of jobs, total weighted tar-
diness (TWT), and maximizing machine availability. Sortrakul et al. (2005)
developed three algorithms to solve the integrated problem. Algorithms per-
formance was evaluated using multiple instances of small, medium, and large
size. Sortrakul and Cassady (2007) developed heuristics based on genetic
algorithms to solve the integrated model. In order to minimize the total
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tardiness, Kuo and Chang (2007) proposed a solution method to find the
optimal integrated production schedule and preventive maintenance plan for
a single machine under a cumulative damage process. Naderi et al. (2009a)
presented a job shop scheduling environment that has sequence-dependent
setup times, which is subjected to preventive maintenance policies. The op-
timization criterion was to minimize the makespan.
Cassady and Kutanoglu (2005) investigated the value of integrating pro-
duction and PM scheduling. This model was developed for a single machine
that has increasing hazard rate and is subject to failure. Each time the ma-
chine fails, it needs a fixed time to repair tr. Expected number of failures can
be minimized by performing preventive maintenance before the start of the
job which will restore the machine to an ‘as-good-as-new’ condition. This PM
will delay the start of the job by fixed time to maintain tp, nevertheless. If
the machine is required to process n jobs with the objective to minimize their
expected total completion times then the scheduler is required to provide si-
multaneously, optimal sequence and, when to perform PM’s. To represent
the problem in the form of mathematical program, a binary variable y[i] is
defined where y[i] = 1 if PM is conducted and y[i] = 0 if PM is not conducted.
Let P[i] be the processing time for job i. The expected completion time for
job i will be
E(c[i]) =
i∑
k=1
[y[k] × tp + P[k] + tr × number of failures]
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If each job has a given weight w[i] then the objective function would be
to minimize the total weighted expected completion time
Total Weighted Expected completion T ime =
n∑
i=1
(w[i]E(c[i]))
Identifying the sequence, mathematically, can be done by introducing job
assignment binary variable xij. This variable is two dimensional; one is
for jobs domain i = {1, 2 · · · , n} and the other is for position domain j =
{1, 2, · · · , n}.
xij =
 1 if job i is assigned to position j0 if job i is not assigned to position j
Two logical sets of constraints will constrain the objective function; first
set of constraints states that job i can not seize two positions at the same
time i.e.
n∑
j=1
xij = 1 ∀ i = 1, · · · , n
second set of constraints states that one position can not hold more than one
job i.e.
n∑
i=1
xij = 1 ∀ j = 1, · · · , n
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Table 2.5: Maintenance and scheduling integrated models
Category Models
Single machine Cassady and Kutanoglu (2003) formulated the in-
tegrated problem for a single machine with the ob-
jective to minimize expected total weighted tardi-
ness, Sortrakul et al. (2005) developed heuristics
based on genetic algorithms to solve Cassady and
Kutanoglu (2003), Cassady and Kutanoglu (2005)
formulated the integrated problem for a single ma-
chine with the objective to minimize expected total
weighted completion times, Sortrakul et al. (2005)
developed heuristics based on genetic algorithms
to solve Cassady and Kutanoglu (2005), Kuo and
Chang (2007) developed an integrated model to
minimize total tardiness for a single machine un-
der a cumulative damage process, In Yulan et al.
(2008), five objectives where examined on a single
machine,
Flowshop Naderi et al. (2009b) investigated flexible flow
line problems with sequence dependent setup
times and different PM policies to minimize the
makespan,
Parallel ma-
chines
Berrichi et al. (2009) proposed a model to simul-
taneously optimize two criteria: the makespan for
the production part and the system unavailability,
Berrichi et al. (2010) presented an algorithm based
on Ant Colony optimization paradigm to solve
the joint production and maintenance scheduling
problem,
Jobshop Naderi et al. (2009a) considered job shop schedul-
ing with sequence-dependent setup times and PM
policies to minimize the makespan. Four meta-
heuristics based on simulated annealing and ge-
netic algorithms were employed to solve the prob-
lem.
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2.3.3 INTEGRATING QUALITY CONTROL AND IN-
VENTORY CONTROL
In classical production planning, it is a common assumption that the start
of production will be in an in-control state. After some time the production
process may then shift to an out-of-control state. Lee and Rosenblatt (1987,
1989) and Tseng (1996) showed that the derived optimal lot size was smaller
than the classical EMQ if the in-control-state time follows an exponential
distribution. Wang and Sheu (2003) extended Lee and Rosenblatt (1987) in
which they assumed that periodic inspections were imperfect with two types
of error: Type I and Type II. They used a Markov chain to jointly determine
the production cycle, process inspection intervals and maintenance levels.
For the economic design of control charts, Rahim (1994) developed an
economic model for joint determination of production quantity, inspection
schedule and control chart design for a production process which is subject
to a non-Markovian random shock. Rahim and Ben-Daya (1998) generalized
the previous model by assuming that the production stops for a fixed amount
of time, not only for a true alarm, but also whenever there is a false alarm
during the in-control state. Liou et al. (1994) and Ohta and Ogawa (1991)
determined optimal EPQ and inspection frequency for a single item, where
there is an inspection error. Peters et al. (1988) determined a joint optimal
inventory and quality control policy for a production system. Goyal et al.
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(1993) reviewed models that integrate production, lot sizing, inspection and
rework. Ben-Daya and Makhdoum (1998) studied joint optimization of the
economic production quantity (EPQ) and the economic design of control
chart under different preventive maintenance policies.
The integrated model’s objective is to minimize the expected cost rate
for production and quality costs. Sampling cost, cost of running the process
under out-of-control state, cost of false alarm and cost of repairing the process
are the four components of quality costs. Production costs are composed of
setup cost, average holding cost and shortage costs. Since production system
may be disrupted by sampling and repairing then production cycle time is a
stochastic variable that E[Tc]
Total Cost Rate = Production Cost+Quality Cost =
= K
E[Tc]
+K1I¯ +K2S¯
+
f(n,f)+C2f(f,Pf )+C3f(f,α)+C4f(Pf )
E[Tc]
Where K is setup cost, K1 is holding cost, I¯ is the average inventory,K2
is cost of shortage and S¯ is the average shortage. For the quality cost let n
be the sample size and let f the number of samples taken during production
time, α is probability of type I error, C2 is cost per unit time of running
process under out-of-control, C3 is cost per false alarm, C4 is cost of detecting
and correcting process. Pf probability system will shift out-of-control.
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2.3.4 INTEGRATING QUALITY CONTROL AND MAIN-
TENANCE
The production process is usually considered to follow a deteriorating
scheme where the in-control period follows a general probability distribu-
tion with increasing hazard rate. Ben-Daya and Duffuaa (1995) pointed out
possibility of integration between PM and quality control in two ways. In
the first approach, proper maintenance is expected to increase the time be-
tween failures that the machine can have. The second approach is based on
Taguchi’s approach for quality where a quadratic function ( called Taguchi
loss function) is defined (Taguchi, 1986). This function measures deviation
of product quality characteristics. The economic design of control charts and
the optimization of preventive maintenance policies are two research areas
that have recently received increasing attention in the quality and reliabil-
ity literature. More and more researchers recognize the strong relationship
between product quality, process quality and equipment maintenance.
Pate-Cornell et al. (1987) addressed the inspection-maintenance problem
which was extended by Tagaras (1988). Chiu and Huang (1996, 1995) devel-
oped models that introduce preventive maintenance into the design of control
charts. In Cassady et al. (2000), a combined control chart-preventive mainte-
nance strategy is defined. The process can shift to an out-of-control condition
due to a manufacturing equipment failure. Collani (1999) addressed the rela-
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tionship between tool wear and continuous monitoring process. He assumed
the quality to be a function of a machine’s degradation state. He developed
an economic model that incorporates both process control and maintenance
policies. Linderman et al. (2005) demonstrated the value of integrating sta-
tistical process control and maintenance by jointly optimizing their policies
to minimize the total costs associated with quality, maintenance, and inspec-
tion. Zhou and Zhu (2008) discussed the integration of statistical process
control and maintenance, and provides an integrated model of control chart
and maintenance management. A mathematical model is given to analyze
the cost of the integrated model and the grid-search approach is used to find
the optimal values of policy variables that minimize hourly cost. Yeung et al.
(2008) formulated a combined preventive maintenance and SPC policy using
partially observable, discrete-time Markov decision process. Wu and Makis
(2008) considered the economic-statistical design of a control chart for a
maintenance application. The machine deterioration process is described by
a three-state continuous time Markov chain. The machine state is unobserv-
able, except for the failure state. Panagiotidou and Tagaras (2008) developed
an economic model for the optimization of maintenance procedures in a pro-
duction process with two quality states. In addition to deteriorating with
age, the equipment may experience a jump to an out-of-control state (qual-
ity shift), which is characterized by lower production revenues and higher
tendency to failure. Panagiotidou and Nenes (2009) proposed a model for
the economic design of a variable-parameter Shewhart control chart. This
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model is used to monitor the process mean, where, apart from quality shifts,
failures may also occur.
A new cost named obsolescence cost was incorporated in Sun and Xi
(2010) where the impact of tool-degraded state on the product quality was
studied. The degraded state of a tool is set back to its nominal value through
preventive or corrective maintenance. In general, most maintenance policies
assume the replacement occurs with identical parts to the replaced tools
but a new technology may appear and replace the old part even if this part
was functioning well. The replacement can be done each time a corrective
maintenance is undertaken. The old technology can be salvaged and the
incurred cost for it and the new technology is called obsolescence cost. The
Sun and Xi (2010) model minimized costs of maintenance, quality loss, and
tool obsolescence cost.
Ben-Daya and Rahim (2000) developed a model that jointly optimize the
economic design of process mean control chart, and the optimal maintenance
level. The objective was to minimize the total cost rate.
Total Cost Rate =
E(PM) + E(QC)
E(T )
In the formula, E(PM) is the expected preventive maintenance cost, E(QC)
is the expected quality cost and E(T ) is the expected cycle time. The problem
is then to simultaneously determine the optimal production run time, the
optimal preventive maintenance level, and the optimal design parameters of
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the process mean control chart (namely h1;h2; · · · ;hm, the sample size n,
and the control limit coefficient k).
2.4 INTEGRATING MAINTENANCE, IN-
VENTORY CONTROL AND QUALITY
CONTROL
Three way integration between production, maintenance and quality comes
as a natural extension to the two way integration. In the literature, some
attempts have been made to model the integration of the three functions, pro-
duction planning, maintenance and quality. Many models discussed joint in-
tegration between production and quality under different PM policies (Huang
and Chiu, 1995; Makis and Fung, 1995; Tseng et al., 1998). Makis and Fung
(1995) presented a model for the joint determination of the lot size, inspection
interval and preventive replacement time for a production facility that was
subject to a random failure. The time when the system was in-control was
exponentially distributed and once it was out-of-control, a certain amount of
defective items were produced. Inspecting the unit on a periodic basis was
done to review the production process. After a certain number of production-
runs, the production facility was replaced. This model was studied under the
effect of machine failures in Makis and Fung (1998). Rahim and Ben-Daya
(1998) presented a generalized model for a continuous production process
for simultaneous determination of production quantity, inspection schedule
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and control chart design, with a non-zero inspection time for false alarms.
Rahim and Ben-Daya (2001) looked at the effect of deteriorating products
and a deteriorating production process, on the optimal production quan-
tity, inspection schedule and control chart design parameters. Radhoui et
al. (2010) developed a joint quality control and preventive maintenance pol-
icy for a production system producing conforming and nonconforming units.
Chelbi et al. (2008) proposed an integrated production-maintenance strategy
for unreliable production systems producing conforming and non-conforming
items that links EMQ, quality and an age-based preventive maintenance pol-
icy. Ben-Daya (1999) developed an integrated model for the joint optimiza-
tion of the economic production quantity, the economic design of process
mean control chart, and the optimal maintenance level. The system is a
deteriorating process with increasing hazard rate and the in-control period
follows a general probability distribution.
Total Cost Rate =
Production Cost+Maintenance Cost+Quality Cost
Expected Cycle T ime
=
Total Cost Rate =
S0 + E(HC) + E(PM) + E(QC)
E(T )
In the formula, S0 is the setup cost, E(HC) is the expected holding cost,
E(PM) is the expected preventive maintenance cost, E(QC) is the expected
quality cost, E(T ) is the expected cycle time. The problem is then to simul-
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taneously determine the optimal production run time, the optimal preventive
maintenance level, and the optimal design parameters of the process mean
control chart (namely sampling frequencies h1;h2; · · · ;hm, the sample size n,
and the control limit coefficient k).
2.5 MISSING INTEGRATED MODELS
In the literature, production scheduling was integrated with maintenance
scheduling resulting in cost savings. Also, quality was integrated with main-
tenance. As observed, there is a missing gap in the literature of integrating
production scheduling and quality. The suggested integrated modeling will
provide, simultaneously, optimal schedule for inspection and production. In-
spectors may spend some time in testing products. This time will affect
the production schedule. The higher number of inspections, the more delay
production schedule will have. Moreover, scheduling models can be studied
under the effect of deteriorating jobs, where the machine have the probability
to shift to an out-of-control state during job processing.
As a natural evolution in the integrated models literature, researchers can
look into the models where production, PM scheduling and quality can be
integrated. In these models job processing times can be deteriorated due to
the probability that system can shift to out-of control state. PM should be
scheduled before the start of a job and will reduce the age of the machine.
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This reduction in age will reduce probability of the machine to shift to out-
of-control state during job processing. However, it will delay the start of the
job due to the time needed to perform PM. This suggested integrated model
will provide production, maintenance and inspection schedules.
2.6 CONCLUSIONS
This review emphasizes providing a better understanding of the interre-
lation and integration between production, maintenance and quality models.
The key feature distinguishing this chapter from other reviews is the differ-
entiation between the concept of interrelation and integration. Interrelated
models are meant to describe models that optimize solely one function taking
other function as a constraint. Another feature distinguishing this review is
the inclusion of production scheduling in addition to production planning,
maintenance and quality. To the best of our knowledge, there is no in-
tegrated model between scheduling and quality or scheduling, quality and
maintenance.
Chapter 3
JOINT JOB SCHEDULING AND
PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE ON A
SINGLE MACHINE
3.1 INTRODUCTION
Production scheduling focuses on allocating machine capacity to job pro-
cessing, while maintenance scheduling focuses on maintaining machine ca-
pacity. These two problems are interrelated, in that machine interruptions
cause delay in production schedules. However, this interrelatedness seems to
be overlooked in the literature. Classical production models assume continu-
ous machine availability, which might not be true in most real life manufac-
turing systems. A machine may become unavailable during the production
process, due to preventive maintenance (PM), which can be scheduled in
advance or due to random breakdowns. Recently, researchers addressed the
need to integrate the scheduling of both production and maintenance. Kenne
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et al. (2009) stated that the integrated production planning and preventive
maintenance problem is concerned with coordinating production and mainte-
nance operations to meet customer demand with the aim of minimizing cost.
Pandey et al. (2010a) pointed out that production scheduling and mainte-
nance have been treated as separate issues. In real life situations, machines
do fail or need to be maintained and hence may become unavailable during
certain periods. Thus, the interdependency of scheduling and maintenance
has resulted in a considerable amount of interest in developing models.
In recent years, few researchers have addressed this conflict by developing
integrated models of production and maintenance scheduling. Many models
have discussed the integrated optimization problem of production schedul-
ing and PM for a single machine. Cassady and Kutanoglu (2003) compared
the optimal total weighted tardiness under integrated production scheduling
and PM planning. Their results indicated that there was an average of a
30% reduction in the expected total weighted tardiness when the production
scheduling and PM were integrated. Thus, the need to integrate production
scheduling with PM planning was clearly demonstrated. Similarly, Cassady
and Kutanoglu (2005) considered an integrated model of job scheduling on
a single machine and its preventive maintenance. The objective was to min-
imize the total weighted expected completion times. They assumed that
the uptime of a machine follows a Weibull distribution such that the ma-
chine is minimally repaired when it fails and the maintenance restores the
machine to an ‘as good as new’ state. Using weighted shortest processing
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time (WSPT) they minimized the total weighted expected completion times
for large size problems. An optimal maintenance interval was provided by
maximizing the availability of the machine. They integrated job scheduling
and PM on a single machine by introducing a binary variable representing
whether or not to schedule PM before each job. The above mentioned-papers
(Cassady and Kutanoglu, 2003, 2005) used the total enumeration method as
the optimization technique. Aghezzaf et al. (2007) presented an integrated
lot sizing and preventive maintenance strategy of the system that satisfies
the demand for all items over the entire time horizon without backlogging,
and which minimizes the expected sum of production and maintenance costs.
They assumed that any maintenance action carried out on the system, within
a period, reduces the system’s available production capacity during that pe-
riod. Berrichi et al. (2009, 2010) introduced a new bi-objective approach for
the joint production and maintenance-scheduling problem. Their aim was to
simultaneously optimize two criteria: the minimization of the makespan for
the production part and the minimization of the system unavailability for
the maintenance side.
Clearly, integrated models have proven expected cost reductions over in-
dependent solutions of the two problems. Similar to Cassady and Kutanoglu
(2005), this chapter finds the optimal integrated production schedule and
PM plan to minimize the total weighted expected completion times of a fixed
number of jobs processed on a single machine, and investigates how the op-
timal PM plan interacts with the optimal production schedule. Cassady and
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Kutanoglu (2005) used the full enumeration procedure to solve the integrated
problem. In their procedure, they fixed a production job sequence and then
enumerated all possible maintenance schedules, which are 2n maintenance
schedules (where n is the number of jobs). The minimum maintenance cost
was found for the given job sequence. Then, the job sequence was altered and
again all maintenance schedules were evaluated for the new job sequence to
find the minimum maintenance cost. They continued in the previous method
until all production sequences are evaluated. The minimum of all evaluated
job sequences was considered to be the optimal solution. However, they did
not fully utilize the integrated model developed in their paper.
The model in this chapter provides, simultaneously, the optimal schedules
for production jobs and PM. The key feature distinguishing our model is
the development of an explicit mathematical formulation for the problem
that jointly integrates production scheduling and preventive maintenance
scheduling. The decision variables of the model include both scheduling
problems, which once solved, yield an optimum solution of the whole problem.
3.2 PROBLEM DEFINITION
Consider n independent jobs ready for processing on a single machine that
is subject to interruptions due to preventive maintenance and unexpected
random failures. PM policy is adopted to increase machine availability that
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restores the machine to an ‘as good as new’ state. When the machine fails,
it is assumed that it is minimally repaired, i.e. the machine is restored to an
operating condition, but the machine age is not altered. This implies that,
upon machine failure, the machine operator does just enough maintenance
to resume machine function. The assumption that PM restores the machine
to ‘as good as new’ implies that PM is a more comprehensive action than
repair. This may include the replacement of many key parts in the machine.
It is assumed that jobs are not interrupted by PM. However, jobs interrupted
by failure can be resumed after repair without any additional time penalty.
The maintenance and repair times are assumed to be constant, tp and tr
respectively. Time to failure for the machine T is assumed to follow a Weibull
probability distribution having shaping parameter β greater than 1.
Some particular applications of the Weibull distributions associated with
the process-failure mechanism can be seen in real life. The distribution of
time to leakage failure of dry cell batteries can be approximated by a Weibull
distribution (Berrittoni, 1964). For example, consider a typical manufactur-
ing process with several mechanical and electrical control devices. Certain
control devices require the continuous direct current output of dry cell bat-
teries. When the battery fails, the process can drift into an out-of-control
state and needs a repair that is assumed to be minimal. When choosing a job
sequence, a decision is made whether or not to perform PM prior to each job.
The integrated problem is further complicated by the fact that completion
times for the jobs are stochastic, because the machine may or may not fail
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during each job and PM decisions change the stochastic process governing
machine failure.
3.3 FORMULATION
The single machine scheduling, with the objective of minimizing the
weighted mean completion times, is modeled in classical scheduling theory
as follows:
Min
n∑
j=1
(
n∑
i=j
w[i]
)
P[j] (3.1)
n∑
j=1
xij = 1 ∀ i = 1, · · · , n (3.2)
n∑
i=1
xij = 1 ∀ j = 1, · · · , n (3.3)
Where
xij =
 1 if the i
th job performed is job j
0 Otherwise
To introduce the effect of random machine failures and the scheduling of
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PM activities we followed an approach similar to Cassady and Kutanoglu
(2005).
yi =
 1 if PM is performed before job i0 Otherwise i = 1, 2, · · · , n
Let N(τ) be the number of failures that occur during a time interval τ
and E[N(Pi)] be the expected number of failures that occur while processing
job i.
Figure 3.1 presents a Gantt chart for the sequence j1, j2 · · · ,jn−1,jn with
hatched area representing PM activity of times tp and random machine break-
downs. It presents the notations used for modeling completion times in a
schedule.
J 1 J 2 J n−1 J n
c1 c2 c n−1  cn
y1 t p y2 t p yn−1 t p yn t p
P1t r E [N P1] P2t r E [N P 2] Pn−1t r E [N Pn−1] Pnt r E [N Pn]
Figure 3.1: Gantt chart for the effect of preventive maintenance on a pro-
duction schedule
Taking randomness into consideration for equation 3.1, the objective func-
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tion becomes
n∑
i=1
[wiE(ci)] = w1E(c1) + w2E(c2) · · ·+ wn−1E(cn−1) + wnE(cn) (3.4)
Since ci is a function of machine breakdowns, which is in turn a function
of the age of the machine, we need to introduce a variable a[i] to represent
the age at the completion of the ith job. Since PM renews the machine, the
age of the machine at the end of processing the ith job is
a[i] = (1− yi)a[i−1] + P[i] i = 1, 2, · · · , n (3.5)
Given that job i starts at age (1−yi)a[i−1] and ends at age a[i], the expected
number of breakdowns during the processing of the ith job, assuming Weibull
hazard rate, is
E[N(P[i])] =
∫ a[i]
(1−yi)a[i−1] z(t) dt =
∫ a[i]
(1−yi)a[i−1]
β
ηβ
tβ−1 dt
which can be simplified to be
= m(a[i])−m((1− yi)a[i−1]) =
(
a[i]
η
)β
−
(
(1−yi)a[i−1]
η
)β
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The expected job completion time can be written as
E[c[i]] =
∑i
k=1
{
tpyk + P[k] + tr
[
m(a[k])−m((1− yi)a[k−1])
]}
i = 1, 2, · · · , n (3.6)
The deterministic scheduling model presented earlier can now be modified
to model the expected total completion time of the integrated problem as
follows:
Minimize
n∑
i=1
(w[i]E
[
c[i]
]
) =
∑n
i=1
{
Wi
(
tpyi +
∑n
j=1 (Pjxij) + tr
[
m(a[i])−m((1− yi)a[i−1])
])}
Subject to
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n∑
j=1
xij = 1 i = 1, 2, · · · , n
n∑
i=1
xij = 1 j = 1, 2, · · · , n
Wi =
∑n
k=i
(∑n
j=1 (wjxij)
)
i = 1, 2, · · · , n
a[i] = (1− yi)a[i−1] +
∑n
j=1 (Pjxij) i = 1, 2, · · · , n
a[0] = C
xij binary i = 1, 2, · · · , n j = 1, 2, · · · , n
yi binary i = 1, 2, · · · , n
Where C is an arbitrary constant that represents the initial age of the ma-
chine at the beginning of the scheduling period.
The model has 2n constraints and n(n + 1) variables. The solution of
this model can be obtained using one of the available solvers that run under
optimization programs such as GAMS and AMPL.
3.4 EXAMPLE FOR SOLVING THE INTE-
GRATED PROBLEM
Consider processing 3 jobs of processing times: 8, 48 and 41 units of
time. Each job has a different weight: w1 = 2, w2 = 10, w3 = 10. Processing
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starts when the machine has an age of a[0] = 88, preventive maintenance time
tp = 5 and corrective maintenance time tr = 15 units. The machine failure
rate follows a Weibull distribution with parameters β = 2, η = 100. Upon
failure a minimal repair is conducted with repair time tr = 15.
GAMS language was used to input the model (12 variables and 6 con-
straints) and the BARON solver was used to find the optimal solution.
The BARON solver is a computational system designed for solving non-
convex NLP optimization problems to global optimality. As a result, the
optimal joint solution will give x13 = x21 = x32 = 1 (corresponding to se-
quence J3 − J1 − J2) and y1 = y3 = 1 (PM before first and last jobs) with∑3
i=1w[i]E[c[i]] = 1740.993 as shown in Figure 3.2.
J 3 J 1
48.52 114.06
Machine Age
0
J 2
5 57.6
41
49
48
62.6
Gantt Chart
Time
Figure 3.2: Gantt chart and the corresponding machine age for the optimal
joint solution
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In the following, we will solve the same problem independently by first
solving for optimal PM timing and then superimpose the solution on the
scheduling problem. First, we will find the optimal PM interval that would
maximize the availability. Machine availability is defined as the ratio of
machine uptime t to the total time that includes uptime, repair time and
PM time.
Availability = uptimeuptime+maintenance time+repair time
= t
t+tp+trN(t)
(3.7)
For the Weibull distribution it can be shown that t∗ (the optimal time for
PM) is
t∗ = η
[
tp
tr (β − 1)
]( 1β )
For the problem in the example, t∗ = 57.7. This indicates that the ma-
chine should be maintained at age 57.7.
For the scheduling problem, it is well known that arranging jobs accord-
ing to the weighted shortest processing time (WSPT) results in the optimal
schedule (J1, J3, J2). Since the machine initial age is 88, that is higher than
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t∗, then PM is scheduled at time 0 and J1 starts processing after the initial
PM and completes at time 48.5. Similarly, J3 and J2 complete at 62.6 and
114.06, respectively. The total expected cost is 1746, which is higher than
the integrated solution.
J 1 J 3
13.25 114.21
Machine Age
0
J 2
5 57.75
8
49
48
*=57.66
62.75
Gantt Chart
Time
Figure 3.3: Gantt chart and the corresponding machine age for independent
solution
Independent planning may provide optimal performance at the level of a
specific function. Management usually looks at the production system as a
whole, and separate optimal solutions may not provide an optimal solution
for the whole system. Usually there is a global optimal that includes all major
functions in the production system. This global optimal can only be achieved
by integrating models for all different functions. Integrated production mod-
els are expected to deal with multiple objectives with a conflicting nature.
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Hence, planning these elements independently will cause conflicts between
functions. This disturbance can be avoided through integrated modeling.
3.5 CONCLUSIONS
Preventive maintenance is typically used to reduce random machine break-
downs while processing a scheduled job. Optimal scheduling of PM activities
maximizes the availability of the machine for production process. However,
PM schedules often conflict with the production schedule that is subject to
adjustments. This yields a suboptimal schedule. The approach that emerged
recently is to integrate these two scheduling problems to get a global optimal
solution. In this work, production scheduling and maintenance operations,
for a single machine, were integrated at the shop floor level. The objective
was to find the job order sequence and maintenance decisions that would
minimize the total expected weighted completion times.
A few researchers has developed an integrated model, including Cassady
and Kutanoglu (2005). However, those models need to be further modified
to give an integrated solution. The main contribution of this chapter is to
develop a complete integrated model. An example is used to demonstrate the
application of the model and the integrated solution. Research in integrated
modeling still has great potential to contribute to, justified by the expected
savings provided.
Chapter 4
AN INTEGRATED COST MODEL FOR
PRODUCTION SCHEDULING AND
PERFECT MAINTENANCE
4.1 INTRODUCTION
The integration between production elements has received attention in
recent years. This integration is strongly justified by significant savings in
operations costs; however, integrated models are not easy to solve. This dif-
ficulty is due the fact that integrated models deal with multiple conflicting
objectives. In this work, production scheduling and maintenance operations,
for a single machine, are integrated at the shop floor level. It is a common
practice to schedule both of them independently, which is done through sepa-
rate functional teams. The resulting plans of a specific function may disrupt
the other function plans. For example, the maintenance function assigns
scheduled shut-down intervals. These intervals will be communicated to the
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production unit. The suggested maintenance intervals may maximize the
machine availability, but they will affect production plans. Similarly, pro-
duction schedulers may have the tendency to utilize machines to their full
capacity to meet demand. Under this condition, productivity may increase,
but machine availability will decrease due to having more breakdowns.
This chapter integrates, simultaneously, the decisions of preventive main-
tenance and job order sequencing for a single machine. The motivation for
this work is encouraged by the need of many real life applications, such as the
automotive industry (Aksoy and Ozturk, 2010). In addition, this integration
is expected to provide a reduction in the total expected cost. Each job order
i consists of serving Qi work pieces on a single machine. The manufacturer
is expected to deliver n job orders with different processing times Pi. The
machine is subjected, upon failure, to minimal repair action where each re-
pair will cost the manufacturer cm and restores the machine to work with no
improvement in its condition. The manufacturer can do a preventive mainte-
nance major action only before the start of serving a job order. This action
will cost the manufacturer cp and will restore the machine to an ‘as good as
new’ condition, reducing the chance of machine breakdown during operation.
All job order work pieces are released to the shop floor at time 0, hence; the
manufacturer should consider the holding cost during the scheduling horizon.
The holding cost (HC), minimal repair cost (MRC) and preventive mainte-
nance cost (PMC) compromise the expected cost. Each job order sequence
will change the average expected cycle costs. The objective is to find the job
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order sequence and maintenance decisions that would minimize the expected
cost.
As observed in Cassady and Kutanoglu (2003), integrated models had
proved an expected reduction in cost that might reach up to a 30% savings,
over treating the two problems independently. However, no analytical solu-
tions were provided for these integrated models. Instead, a full enumeration
for small size problems was suggested to solve the integrated problem (Cas-
sady and Kutanoglu, 2003, 2005). Hence, the need for more analytical or
near optimal solutions is highly appreciated. The previous models do not
capture the direct costs associated with machine downtime (e.g. labor, parts,
etc.) of machine failures and machine maintenance. Hence, the need for cost
based models of the integrated problem is justified (Gribkovskaia et al., 2010;
Khanra et al., 2010; Goswami et al., 2010; Sun-Lee and Yoon, 2010; Kara-
matsoukis and Kyriakidis, 2010). The use of mathematical modeling for the
purpose of production scheduling or preventive maintenance planning is well
established in the literature (Diaby, 2010a,b). Typically, preventive main-
tenance planning models are stochastic models designed to either maximise
equipment availability or minimize equipment maintenance costs.
The focus of this chapter is to formulate a cost model that simultaneously
considers maintenance, minimal repair and holding costs for several produc-
tion jobs, with the objective to minimize the expected total costs. Total
expected cycle cost includes expected maintenance cost, expected minimal
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repair cost and expected holding cost. The organization of the rest of this
article is as follows. Section 4.2 defines, in detail, the integrated problem and
its assumptions. Sections 4.3 provide formulation of the integrated model as
a mathematical program. Section 4.4 presents and solves an example for
the integrated problem. Section 4.5 derives independent maintenance model
and compares it with the integrated solution found in Section 4.4. Finally,
concluding remarks are shown in Section 4.6.
4.2 PROBLEM DEFINITION
Consider n job orders to be processed on a single machine that is subject
to a preventive maintenance (PM) requirement. These job orders are avail-
able at time zero with no precedence constraints. Each job order consists of
processing Qi work pieces. Moreover, the machine is available continuously
along the time horizon unless a machine breakdown occurs during job pro-
cessing. If so, a minimum repair is conducted that restores the machine to
its condition prior to breakdown. Also, the interrupted job should resume
the job after machine repair. Each breakdown will delay completion time of
successive jobs by the needed time to repair tr (assumed to be constant). To
reduce the chance for machine breakdown, a PM activity can be performed
before starting any job. If so, it will restore machine condition to ‘as good
as new’. This PM activity will delay successive jobs by the time of PM tp
(assumed to be constant). The machine may or may not fail, causing the
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completion time for each job to be stochastic. The PM decisions affect the
stochastic process governing machine failure and hence change the expected
value of job completion time E(ci).
Each maintenance action costs a fixed PM cost cp. Similarly, each break
down will cost a fixed minimal repair cost cm. It is assumed that all jobs
are released to the shop floor ready to process at the start of the schedule.
Hence, given that Q¯i is the average work-in-process inventory, each job order
i waiting on the shop floor will incur a holding cost per unit time hQ¯i untill
the time when the machine completes job order i that is, E(ci) and the
total holding cost will be hE(cn)
∑n
i=1 Q¯i. The details of these costs will
be discussed in Section 4.3. The problem would be to identify a set of PM
decisions, as well as a set of job sequencing decisions, in a way that reduces
the expected total weighted completion times. Prior to the job starting, a
decision has to be made whether to perform PM or not. If so, PM will take
a constant time that will delay consequent jobs by such time tp. If not, the
job will start at the completion time of the previous job. However, the single
machine can fail during job processing. The number of failures during job
processing is strongly affected by the machine age, i.e. when the machine
ages it has a higher probability to fail.
Furthermore, failures are randomly distributed over machine operation.
Let N(τ) be the number of machine failures in τ time units of machine
operation. Given that τPi is the time units of machine operation over Pi,
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then E[N(τPi)] is the expected number of failures during machine operation
for job i. For job i, the PM will reduce E[N(τPi)], but it will delay the start
of job i by tp. This situation can be represented by a binary variable yi. Let
yi =
 1 if PM is performed before job i0 Otherwise i = 1, 2, · · · , n (4.1)
Without loss of generality, Figure 4.1 represents a Gantt chart for job se-
quence j1, j2 · · · ,jn−1,jn with hatched area representing PM decisions yitp.
J 1 J 2 J n−1 J n
E c1 E c2 E cn−1 E cn
y1 t p y2 t p yn−1 t p yn t p
P1t r E [N P1] P2t r E [N P2] Pn−1t r E [N Pn−1] Pnt r E [N Pn ]
GanttChart
Figure 4.1: Gantt chart for the integrated problem
The following assumptions are considered in the problem
1. Jobs can not be preempted for PM.
2. Jobs interrupted by failure can be resumed after repair without addi-
tional time penalty.
3. The machine has increasing hazard rate.
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4. Upon failure, minimum repair is conducted and machine will resume
with the same age.
5. PM restores the machine to a ‘as good as new’ condition.
6. Repair times are deterministic and known in advance.
7. The number of machine breakdowns is unknown (random variable).
8. The number of breakdowns does not depend on job type.
9. Machine breakdowns are independent.
10. Raw material for all job orders are released at the start of the schedule.
4.3 FORMULATION
Consider a single machine in a manufacturing system that is required to
process a set of n jobs, and suppose that preempting one job for another is
not permitted. The purpose of production scheduling is to choose an optimal
sequence for the jobs. Let
xij =
 1 if the i
th job performed is job j
0 Otherwise
(4.2)
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P[i] processing time of i
th job in the sequence
then
P[i] =
∑n
j=1 (Pjxij) ∀ i = 1, · · · , n (4.3)
Two logical sets of constraints emerge, the first set of constraints states that
job i can not seize two positions at the same time, i.e.
n∑
j=1
xij = 1 ∀ i = 1, · · · , n (4.4)
The second set of constraints states that one position can not hold more than
one job, i.e.
n∑
i=1
xij = 1 ∀ j = 1, · · · , n (4.5)
Example
Suppose a single machine has two jobs needed to be scheduled with pa-
rameters P1 = 2 and P2 = 4 then the single machine can have two possible
sequences: either J1 following J2 or J2 following J1.
• Sequence 1-2, where J1 follows J2 is expressed with following variables:
x11 = 1, x12 = 0, x21 = 0, x22 = 1 P[1] = 2 P[2] = 4 (see Figure 4.2)
• Sequence 2-1, where J2 follows J1 is expressed with following variables:
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x11 = 0, x12 = 1, x21 = 1, x22 = 0 P[1] = 4 P[2] = 2 (see Figure 4.3)
J 2J 1
4 60
Figure 4.2: Gantt chart for the sequence {J1, J2}
J 2 J 1
2 60
Figure 4.3: Gantt chart for the sequence {J2, J1}
In addition to choosing a job sequence, it is also necessary to decide
whether or not to perform PM prior to each job. The integrated problem
is further complicated by the fact that completion times for the jobs are
stochastic, because the machine may or may not fail during each job, and
PM decisions change the stochastic process governing machine failure. The
completion time of a job is a random variable that depends on the following:
• the age of the machine prior to processing the job
• the completion time for previous jobs
• the time to complete PM, and the PM decision
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• the job’s processing, the minimal repair time
• the number of machine failures during the job
PM is assumed to restore the machine to an ‘as good as new’ condition
i.e. machine age after PM will reduce to 0. Let
a[i] be the machine age at the completion of i
th job
then
a[i] = (1− yi)a[i−1] + P[i] i = 1, 2, · · · , n
Suppose the machine used to process the jobs is subject to failure, and the
time to failure for the machine is governed by a Weibull probability distribu-
tion, having shaping parameter β greater than 1. When the machine fails,
it is assumed that the machine is minimally repaired, i.e. the machine is
restored to an operating condition, but machine age is not altered. This
implies that, upon machine failure, the machine operator does just enough
maintenance to resume machine function. The assumption that PM restores
the machine to ‘as good as new’ implies that PM is a more comprehensive
action that may include the replacement of many key parts in the machine.
Also, the operation and maintenance of the machine (between two successive
PM’s) can be modeled as a renewal process. Due to the minimal repair, the
occurrence of failures during each cycle of the renewal process can be mod-
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eled using a non homogeneous Poisson process. Given that the job i starts
at age (1− yi)a[i−1] and ends at age a[i] then
E[N(τP[i])] =
∫ a[i]
(1−yi)a[i−1] z(t) dt
=
∫ a[i]
(1−yi)a[i−1]
β
ηβ
tβ−1 dt
= m(a[i])−m((1− yi)a[i−1])
=
(
a[i]
η
)β
−
(
(1−yi)a[i−1]
η
)β
(4.6)
where z(t) corresponds to the hazard function to the underlying Weibull
probability distribution and m(τ) =
∫ τ
0
z(t) dt =
∫ τ
0
β
ηβ
tβ−1 dt =
(
τ
η
)β
.
Figures 4.4 and 4.5 present the effect of maintenance decision yi on the
E[N(τP[i])], where it will be reduced from
∫ a[i]
(1−yi)a[i−1] z(t)dt = m(a[i])−m((1−
yi)a[i−1]) (if yi = 0) down to
∫ a[i]
0
z(t)dt = m(P[i]) (if yi = 1). However, the
PM decision, yi = 1, will delay completion time of job i by tp time units.
The objective is to provide jobs sequence, as well as PM schedules to
minimize the expected cost E(Cost).
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PMJ [ i−1] J [i ]
E [c[ i−1]]t pE [c[ i−1]]E [c[ i−2 ]] y[i−1 ]t p E [c[ i ]]
P [i ]t r∫0
P[ i ]
z d
Machine Age
0
1−y [i−1 ]a[ i−2 ]
a[ i ]=P [ i ]
ai−1=1− y[ i−1 ]a[ i−2 ]P [i−1]
age=0
Gantt Chart
Time
Figure 4.4: Gantt chart and the corresponding machine age with preventive
maintenance
J [i−1] J [i ]
E [c[ i−1]]E [c[ i−2 ]] y[ i−1 ]t p E [c[ i ]]
P [i]t r∫1−yia [ i− 1]
1−yia [ i− 1]P [i ]
z t dt
Machine Age
0
1−y [i−1 ]a[ i−2 ]
a[ i−1 ]=1− y[ i−1 ]a[ i−2 ]P [ i−1]
a[ i ]=a[ i−1]P [ i ]
Gantt Chart
Time
Figure 4.5: Gantt chart and the corresponding machine age without preven-
tive maintenance
The expected cycle cost includes expected holding cost (HC), expected
minimal repair cost (MRC), and PM cost (PMC). Each job order will
represent processing one batch of size Qi. Raw materials for all job orders
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are assumed to be released to the shop floor at time 0. Figure 4.6 shows the
inventory level for job order i. The average inventory for a job order i is a
sequence dependent. Hence
Q[i] =
∑n
j=1 (Qjxij) ∀ i = 1, · · · , n (4.7)
The average holding quantity is equal to the sum of areas I and II (in
Figure 4.6) over the E(C[i]). i.e. Q¯[i] =
I+II
E(c[i])
J [i ]
0
Q[ i ]
I II
Inventory  
Level
Time
Waiting Time
Gantt Chart
Processing Time
Figure 4.6: Gantt chart and the corresponding inventory level
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Q¯[i] =
Q[i]
(
E(c[i])−
[P[i]+tr [m(a[i])−m((1−yk)a[i−1])]]
2
)
E(c[i])
= Q[i]
(
1− [P[i]+tr[m(a[i])−m((1−yi)a[i−1])]]
2E(c[i])
)
(4.8)
Figure 4.7 shows the expected completion times for job 1, 2, · · · , n.
J 1 J 2 J n−1 J n
E c1 E c2 E cn−1
E cn
y1 t p y2 t p yn−1 t p yn t p
P1t r E [N P1]
∑i=1
n
wi E c i=w1E c1w2E c2.....wn−1 E c n−1wn E cn
P2t r E [N P2] Pn−1t r E [N Pn−1] Pnt r E [N Pn ]
Figure 4.7: Gantt chart showing the expected completion times for job order
i
The expected completion times for (Job i = 1, 2, · · · , n) can be found by
substituting in a recursive manner as follows
E[c[1]] = tpy1 + P[1] + tr
[
m(a[1])−m((1− y1)a[0])
]
E[c[2]] = E[c2] + tpy2 + P[2] + tr
[
m(a[2])−m((1− y2)a[1])
]
...
E[c[n]] = E[c[n−1]] + tpyn + P[n] + tr
[
m(a[n])−m((1− yn)a[n−1])
]
(4.9)
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A general formula for E[c[i]] can be found as follows
E[c[i]] =
∑i
k=1
{
tpyk + P[k] + trE[N(τP[k])]
}
i = 1, 2, · · · , n
=
∑i
k=1
{
tpyk + Pk + tr
[
m(a[k])−m((1− yk)a[k−1])
]}
i = 1, 2, · · · , n (4.10)
Hence,
Q¯[i] =
Q[i]
(
E(c[i])−
[P[i]+tr [m(a[i])−m((1−yi)a[i−1])]]
2
)
E(c[i])
= Q[i]
{
1− [P[i]+tr[m(a[i])−m((1−yi)a[i−1])]]
2
∑i
k=1 (tpyk+P[k]+tr(m(a[k])−m((1−yk)a[k−1]))
}
(4.11)
The holding cost is usually estimated by holding cost unit h, which is ex-
pressed in monetary unit per workpiece unit per time unit. Let E(c[n]) be
the expected time to complete all n jobs. Then the expected holding cost
will be
HC = h× E(c[n])×
n∑
i=1
Q¯[i] (4.12)
Given that cm is the expected minimal repair cost per failure, then ex-
pected minimal repair will be
MRC = cm
n∑
i=1
[m(a[i])−m((1− yi)a[i−1])] (4.13)
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Given that cp is the cost for each PM then expected PM cost
PMC = cp
n∑
i=1
yi (4.14)
The expected total cost will be
E(Cost) = HC +MRC + PMC
= hE(c[n])
∑n
i=1 Q¯[i] + cm
∑n
i=1 [m(a[i])−m((1− yi)a[i−1])]
+cp
∑n
i=1 yi (4.15)
Finally, figure 4.8 shows the resulting mathematical program for the in-
tegrated problem
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Figure 4.8: Integrated cost model
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4.4 SOLVING THE INTEGRATED PROB-
LEM
The formulation shown in Section 4.3 can be solved through one of the
mathematical programming languages. In the following example GAMS lan-
guage was used to input the model and the BARON solver was used to
reach the optimal solution. The BARON solver is a computational system
designed for solving non-convex NLP optimization problems to global opti-
mality. When β > 1, it may be practical to perform preventive maintenance
on the machine in order to reduce the increasing risk of machine failure.
Table 4.1 considers processing three job orders consisting of Q1 = Q2 =
Q3 = 500 work piece. Job order 1 needs six minutes for each work piece.
Job order 2 needs three minutes for each work piece. Job order 3 needs
two minutes for each work piece. The machine age is a[0] = 88 hours. The
preventive maintenance time is tp = 5 hours. The machine failure rate follows
a Weibull distribution with the following parameters β = 2, η = 100. Upon
failure, a minimal repair is conducted with a repair time tr = 15 hours. For
the Weibull distribution m(t) =
∫ t1
0
β
ηβ
t(β−1) dt =
(
t1
η
)β
. h = 1.50 monetary
unit/work piece/hour, cm = 500 and cp = 500.
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Table 4.1: Example parameters for the integrated cost model
Job order Job order size
(work piece)
Processing time
per work piece
(minute)
Processing time per
job order (hour)
1 500 6 50
2 500 3 25
3 500 2 16.66
Min
{
hE(c[3])
3∑
i=1
Q¯[i] + cm
3∑
i=1
[m(a[i])−m((1− yi)a[i−1])] + cp
3∑
i=1
yi
}
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Subject to
P[1] = 53x11 + 26x12 + 18.67x13
P[2] = 53x21 + 26x22 + 18.67x23
P[3] = 53x31 + 26x32 + 18.67x33
Q[1] = 500x11 + 500x12 + 500x13
Q[2] = 500x21 + 500x22 + 500x23
Q[3] = 500x31 + 500x32 + 500x33
a[0] = 88
a[1] = P[1] + (1− y1)88
a[2] = P[2] + (1− y2)
[
P[1] + (1− y1)88
]
a[3] = P[3] + (1− y3)
[
P[2] + (1− y2)P[1] + (1− y1)88
]
E(c[3]) =
∑3
k=1
{
tpyk + P[k] + tr
[
m(a[k])−m((1− yi)a[k−1])
]}
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Q¯[1] = Q[1]
{
1− [P[1]+tr[m(P[1]+(1−y1)88)−m((1−y1)88)]]
2(tpy1+P[1]+tr(m(P[1]+(1−y1)88)−m((1−y1)88)))
}
Q¯[2] = Q[2]
{
1− [P[2]+tr[m(a[2])−m((1−y2)a[1])]]
2
∑2
k=1 (tpyk+P[k]+tr(m(a[k])−m((1−yk)a[k−1]))
}
Q¯[3] = Q[3]
{
1− [P[3]+tr[m(a[3])−m((1−y3)a[2])]]
2
∑3
k=1 (tpyk+P[k]+tr(m(a[k])−m((1−yk)a[k−1]))
}
x11 + x12 + x13 = 1
x21 + x22 + x23 = 1
x31 + x32 + x33 = 1
x11 + x21 + x31 = 1
x12 + x22 + x32 = 1
x13 + x23 + x33 = 1
binary variables x11, x12, x13, x21, x22, x23, x31, x32, x33, y1, y2, y3
Solution: x13 = x22 = x31 = 1 and x11 = x12 = x21 = x23 = x32 = x33 = 0
and y1 = y3 = 1 and y2 = 0 with a total expected cost that is equal to
$178, 030 . Hence, the optimal job and PM sequences result in Job order
sequence J3 − J2 − J1 and PM decisions y1 = 0, y2 = 1, y3 = 0 will give
the minimal cost. This means that to achieve the minimum expected cost,
production should start with Job 3, PM, Job 2 then Job 1.
The effect of six parameters (β, tp, tr, cm, cp, h) over the expected cost
is shown in the two tables 4.2 and 4.3. A 26 = 64 factorial design was used
to generate 64 trials (32 trials for β = 2 and another 32 trials for β = 3).
Table 4.2 shows that the cost will increase with cp, cm and h increase. The
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need for more PM can be seen with tr = 30 hours compared to tr = 15 hours.
The machine will have more failures with the increase of β, hence, PM is more
economically justified with higher machine failures. This can be shown by
comparing the costs with β = 3 and β = 2 where costs are less in Table 4.3.
The use of mathematical modeling for the purpose of production schedul-
ing or preventive maintenance planning is well established in the literature.
Typically, preventive maintenance planning models are stochastic models
designed to either maximize equipment availability or minimize equipment
maintenance costs. The next section will show how the integrated solution
compares to the independent solution. The PM problem will be treated in-
dependently of the production sequence. The optimal PM interval is derived
such that the machine availability will be maximized. The PM interval will
be then superimposed on the production schedule that was found in example
1. The resulting cost will be compared to the integrated scheduling cost.
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Table 4.2: Parameters effect on expected cost (β = 2)
Parameters Optimal Sequence
Trial β tp tr cm cp h PM Production
Jobs
Cost
1 2 5 15 1500 500 1.5 010 321 178,030
2 2 5 15 1500 500 3 010 321 354,080
3 2 5 15 1500 1000 1.5 010 321 178,530
4 2 5 15 1500 1000 3 010 321 354,580
5 2 5 15 3000 500 1.5 010 321 179,510
6 2 5 15 3000 500 3 010 321 355,560
7 2 5 15 3000 1000 1.5 010 321 180,010
8 2 5 15 3000 1000 3 010 321 356,060
9 2 5 30 1500 500 1.5 101 321 191,380
10 2 5 30 1500 500 3 101 321 381,040
11 2 5 30 1500 1000 1.5 101 321 192,380
12 2 5 30 1500 1000 3 101 321 382,040
13 2 5 30 3000 500 1.5 101 321 192,100
14 2 5 30 3000 500 3 101 321 381,760
15 2 5 30 3000 1000 1.5 101 321 193,100
16 2 5 30 3000 1000 3 101 321 382,760
17 2 10 15 1500 500 1.5 010 321 188,310
18 2 10 15 1500 500 3 010 321 374,640
19 2 10 15 1500 1000 1.5 010 321 188,810
20 2 10 15 1500 1000 3 010 321 375,140
21 2 10 15 3000 500 1.5 010 321 189,790
22 2 10 15 3000 500 3 010 321 376,120
23 2 10 15 3000 1000 1.5 010 321 190,290
24 2 10 15 3000 1000 3 010 321 376,620
25 2 10 30 1500 500 1.5 010 321 211,900
26 2 10 30 1500 500 3 010 321 421,810
27 2 10 30 1500 1000 1.5 010 321 212,400
28 2 10 30 1500 1000 3 010 321 422,310
29 2 10 30 3000 500 1.5 010 321 213,380
30 2 10 30 3000 500 3 010 321 423,290
31 2 10 30 3000 1000 1.5 010 321 213,880
32 2 10 30 3000 1000 3 010 321 423,790
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Table 4.3: Parameters effect on expected cost(β = 3)
Parameters Optimal Sequence
Trial β tp tr cm cp h PM Production
Jobs
Cost
33 3 5 15 1500 500 1.5 101 321 175,700
34 3 5 15 1500 500 3 101 321 350,040
35 3 5 15 1500 1000 1.5 101 321 176,700
36 3 5 15 1500 1000 3 101 321 351,040
37 3 5 15 3000 500 1.5 101 321 176,060
38 3 5 15 3000 500 3 101 321 350,400
39 3 5 15 3000 1000 1.5 101 321 177,060
40 3 5 15 3000 1000 3 101 321 351,400
41 3 5 30 1500 500 1.5 101 321 180,650
42 3 5 30 1500 500 3 101 321 359,950
43 3 5 30 1500 1000 1.5 101 321 181,650
44 3 5 30 1500 1000 3 101 321 360,950
45 3 5 30 3000 500 1.5 101 321 181,010
46 3 5 30 3000 500 3 101 321 360,300
47 3 5 30 3000 1000 1.5 101 321 182,010
48 3 5 30 3000 1000 3 101 321 361,300
49 3 10 15 1500 500 1.5 010 321 190,910
50 3 10 15 1500 500 3 010 321 379,790
51 3 10 15 1500 1000 1.5 010 321 191,410
52 3 10 15 1500 1000 3 010 321 380,290
53 3 10 15 3000 500 1.5 010 321 192,450
54 3 10 15 3000 500 3 010 321 381,330
55 3 10 15 3000 1000 1.5 010 321 192,950
56 3 10 15 3000 1000 3 010 321 381,830
57 3 10 30 1500 500 1.5 101 321 206,780
58 3 10 30 1500 500 3 101 321 412,200
59 3 10 30 1500 1000 1.5 101 321 207,780
60 3 10 30 1500 1000 3 101 321 413,200
61 3 10 30 3000 500 1.5 101 321 207,130
62 3 10 30 3000 500 3 101 321 412,560
63 3 10 30 3000 1000 1.5 101 321 208,130
64 3 10 30 3000 1000 3 101 321 413,560
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4.5 SOLUTION ANALYSIS
In Section 4.3, it was shown how maintenance decision yi can affect the
E[cost]. This section will investigate the benefits of integrating the job
scheduling and PM decisions by solving independently for the optimal PM,
such that the availability of the machine is maximized. This is will show how
do it compares to the optimal integrated job sequence.
Machine availability A(τ) is defined as the ratio of machine uptime [0, τ ]
to the total time that includes uptime, repair time and PM time.
A(τ) = uptimeuptime+maintenance time+repair time
= τ
τ+tp+trN(τ)
= τ
τ+tp+tr[( τη )β−0]
(4.16)
Hence, to find τ ∗, A(τ) is differentiated with respect to τ and equal it to
zero.
dA(τ)
dτ
=
(τ+tp+tr( τη )β)−τ
(
1+βtr
ηβ
τ (β−1)
)
(τ+tp+tr( τη )β)
2
= 0
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τ + tp + tr
(
τ
η
)β
−
(
τ + βtr
(
τ
η
)β)
= 0
τ = η
[
tp
tr(β−1)
]( 1β )
For Example 1, τ ∗ = 100
[
5
15
]( 12) = 57.7 hours. This indicates that the
machine should be maintained at the age of 57.7 hours. Since the initial
machine age of 88 is higher than τ ∗, then PM is scheduled at time 0 then
it will start processing job 3 at age 0. The machine will finish job 3 at age
16.66 and job 2 at age 41.66. Now, if the machine reaches the age of 57.7
hours during job 1. There are two options:
• Schedule PM after job 1. The machine will finish job 1 at age 91.66
hours (see Figure 4.9).
• Schedule another PM before job 1. The machine will finish job 1 at
age 53.75 hours (see Figure 4.10).
For the given sequence (J3 − J2 − J1) there are 23 = 8 PM decisions that
are shown in the following table.
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J [1 ]=J 3 J [2]=J 2
22.08 109.27
Machine Age
0
J [3]=J 1
5 49.27
16.66
41.66
91.66
*=57.66
Gantt Chart
Time
Figure 4.9: Gantt chart and the corresponding machine age for scheduling
preventive maintenance before J3 only
J [1 ]=J 3 J [2]=J 2
22.08 108.02
Machine Age
0
J [3]=J 1
5 49.27
16.66
41.66
53.75
*=57.66
54.27
Gantt Chart
Time
Figure 4.10: Gantt chart and the corresponding machine age for scheduling
preventive maintenance before J1 and before J3
Table 4.4: PM effect job order sequence J3 − J2 − J1
y1 y2 y3 Cost
1 0 0 1 181,930
2 0 1 0 178,030
3 0 1 1 181,130
4 1 0 0 182,480
5 1 0 1 181,250
6 1 1 0 187,300
7 1 1 1 190,470
8 0 0 0 202,220
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In table 4.4, the cost for the schedule in Figure 4.9 is 182, 480 which is(
|182,480−178,030|
178,030
= 2.50%
)
higher than the optimal integrated solution found.
The cost for the schedule in Figure 4.10 is 181, 250, which is
(
|181,250−178,030|
178,030
= 1.8%
)
higher than the optimal integrated solution found.
Independent planning may provide optimal performance at the level of a
specific function. Usually there is a global optimal that includes all major
functions in the production system. This global optimal can only be achieved
by integrating models for all different functions. Integrated production mod-
els are expected to deal with multiple objectives with a conflicting nature.
Hence, planning these elements independently will cause conflicts between
functions. This disturbance can be avoided through integrated modeling.
4.6 CONCLUSIONS
In this Chapter, production scheduling and maintenance operations for a
single machine were integrated at the shop floor level. The objective was to
find the job order sequence and maintenance decisions that would minimize
the expected cost. The contribution of this work was to study the effect of
production and maintenance scheduling on WIP inventory. The problem was
formulated as a mixed integer program. The integrated solution simultane-
ously provided the production and maintenance schedule.
Integrated modeling is expected to provide better savings over indepen-
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dent models; hence, integrated modeling has recently gained momentum.
However, integrated models are sophisticated and are not easy to solve. Re-
search in integrated modeling still has great potential to contribute, justified
by the expected savings provided by integrated modeling.
Chapter 5
INTEGRATING PRODUCTION,
MAINTENANCE AND QUALITY: A
PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION
In this chapter, we provide an overview for some of the recent work that
combines costs of maintenance, scheduling and quality. Section 5.1 briefly
discusses the work of Pandey et al. (2010c, 2011b) that integrates main-
tenance and quality. Then, Section 5.2 discusses the work of Pandey et al.
(2010a,b, 2011a) which investigates the effect of integrating maintenance and
quality over scheduling.
5.1 MAINTENANCE AND QUALITY IN-
TEGRATION
Pandey et al. (2010c) included rejection cost for nonconforming items
into corrective maintenance cost. In their model, a machine has a single
component that is subject to two random failure modes, namely FC1 and
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FC2. Machine ceases production immediately after FC1 while it keeps pro-
ducing nonconforming items when FC2 occurs. For example, in case of a
computer numerical controlled (CNC) grinding machine, if work head belt
is broken, then it will stop the machine completely, while if loosening of ball
screw chuck nut occurs, then it will continue producing undesired oval-shaped
components. After the occurrence of FC2, a shift in the process mean will
continue increasing until it is detected and maintenance conducted for restor-
ing the process back to normal. Amount of defective products are estimated
based on the deviation (δ) from a standard mean µ0 for a certain quality
characteristic. The quality of the machine is defined by its ability to produce
products with minimum deviation from the standard mean which is a func-
tion of its age. A control chart mechanism is used to detect the process shift
due to machine aging. For the quality characteristic, the upper specification
limit, lower specification limit and target value are known. X¯-chart is used
to detect the production process which operates with a known and constant
standard deviation σ. After a PM, production starts in a in-control state and
with time the process mean x¯ starts to deviate away from µ0. The deviation
(process shift) is expressed by the amount δσ and it affects the proportion
of nonconforming items.
Preventive maintenance is introduced to the machine to minimize the cost
per unit time (CPUT). The planner should define time between PM’s (TBM)
which minimize (CPUT). Total cost includes preventive maintenance costs
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in addition to corrective maintenance cost.
CPUT =
NCM × CCM +NPM × CPM
T
Where T is the evaluation period, (CPM) is the cost of PM and (CCM) is the
cost of corrective maintenance. NPM is the number of PM’s and NCM is the
number of corrective maintenance.
Pandey et al. (2010c) studied two models M1 and M2:
1. Model M1: Expected total cost model based on independent models
for calculating maintenance and rejection costs.
2. Model M2: Expected total cost model based on integrating rejection
cost in the optimal maintenance model.
They assumed the maintenance to be imperfect. In this section we relaxed
this assumption and reproduced the results with the assumption that PM
restores the machine to “as good as new” condition. The machine age will
be zero after PM and increase till the age of TBM , which occurs before the
next PM.
In M1, CPUT is calculated based on cost of repair/replacement and down-
time cost, as follows:
E[CCM ]M1 = MTTRCM .[PR.Clp + LC] + CRep (5.1)
E[CPM ]M1 = MTTRPM .[PR.Clp + LC] + CRes (5.2)
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Where MTTRCM and MTTRPM are the mean time to repair for corrective
and for preventive maintenance. PR is production rate, Clp is cost of lost
production, LC is labor cost, CRep is repair cost, and CRes is restoration cost.
Let TBM∗ be the time between maintenance that maximize machine
availability.
TBM∗ = η
[
MTTRPM
MTTRCM (β − 1)
]( 1β )
(5.3)
E[NPM ] =
T
TBM∗
E[NCM ] = T
TBM(β−1)
ηβ
(5.4)
The expected annual total cost of maintenance action during planning
period will be
E[Cf ]M1 = E[NCM ]× E[CCM ]M1 + E[NPM ]× E[CPM ]M1
= E[NCM ]× [MTTRCM .[PR.Clp + LC] + CRep] +
E[NPM ]× [MTTRPM .[PR.Clp + LC] + CRes] (5.5)
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Thus the expected total cost of model M1
[ETCM+Q]M1 = CPUTTBM∗ × T + CRejection.E[Ndefect].E[NCM ].PFM2 (5.6)
Where PFM2 is the probability to experience failure mode that causes quality
drift and CRejection is the cost of rejection.
In M1, rejection cost was added independently to CPUTTBM . In M2,
CPUT will be calculated through integrating directly the rejection cost to
corrective maintenance cost E[CCM ]M2 as follows:
E[CCM ]FM1 = MTTRCM (PR.Clp + LC) + CRep
E[CCM ]FM2 = E[CRej] +MTTRCM (PR.Clp + LC) + CRep
E[CCM ]M2 = E[CCM ]FM1 × PFM1 + E[CCM ]FM2 × PFM2 (5.7)
Hence,
CPUTM2 =
E[NCM ]×E[CCM ]+E[NPM ]×E[CPM ]
T
=
E[NCM ]×E[CCM ]+E[NPM ]×[MTTRPM .[PR.Clp+LC]+CRes]
T
(5.8)
[ETCM+Q]M2 = CPUTM2 .T (5.9)
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Let PFM2 = 0.4, β = 2, η = 1000, MTTRCM = 12h and MTTRPM = 7h.
The machine is supposed to operate three 7-hour-shifts a day and 6 days a
week.
TBM = η
(
MTTRPM
MTTRCM(1− βδ)
)(1/βδ)
= 764
E[NPM ] =
3× 7× 6× 52
764
= 8.6
E[NCM ] = E[NPM ]
(
TBM
η
)β
= 5
Table 5.2 shows [ETCM+Q]M1 and [ETCM+Q]M2 for different quality poli-
cies shown in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Control chart parameters
Policy δ LCL UCL n TBS β E[NOut−of−control]
PR=45 PR=60 PR=90
P1 0.6 -2 2 4 8 78.75% 14 18 28
P2 0.6 -2 2 6 8 70.18% 10 13 20
P3 0.6 -2 2 4 16 78.75% 28 37 56
P4 0.6 -2 2 6 16 70.18% 20 26 40
P5 0.6 -3 3 4 8 96.41% 83 111 167
P6 0.6 -3 3 6 8 93.70% 47 63 95
P7 0.6 -3 3 4 16 96.41% 167 223 334
P8 0.6 -3 3 6 16 93.70% 95 127 191
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Table 5.2: Total cost for model 1 and 2 under different quality policies
[ETCM+Q]M1 [ETCM+Q]M2
PR = 45 60 90 45 60 90
Crej = 20, 000 and Clp = 2, 000
P1 11,369,480 15,132,618 22,738,961 10,504,759 13,979,657 21,009,518
P2 11,209,347 14,932,451 22,418,694 10,344,626 13,779,490 20,689,251
P3 11,929,948 15,893,252 23,859,895 11,065,227 14,740,291 22,130,453
P4 11,609,681 15,452,885 23,219,361 10,744,960 14,299,924 21,489,919
P5 14,131,784 18,855,723 28,303,601 13,267,063 17,702,761 26,574,158
P6 12,690,582 16,934,120 25,421,197 11,825,861 15,781,159 23,691,755
P7 17,494,588 23,339,461 34,989,175 16,629,867 22,186,500 33,259,733
P8 14,612,184 19,496,257 29,264,402 13,747,463 18,343,295 27,534,960
Crej = 25, 000 and Clp = 1, 000
P1 6,105,091 8,106,760 12,210,181 5,672,730 7,530,279 11,345,460
P2 5,904,924 7,856,551 11,809,847 5,472,563 7,280,070 10,945,126
P3 6,805,675 9,057,553 13,611,350 6,373,314 8,481,072 12,746,629
P4 6,405,341 8,507,094 12,810,682 5,972,980 7,930,613 11,945,961
P5 9,557,970 12,760,640 19,165,981 9,125,609 12,184,160 18,301,260
P6 7,756,468 10,358,637 15,562,977 7,324,107 9,782,157 14,698,256
P7 13,761,475 18,365,314 27,522,950 13,329,114 17,788,833 26,658,229
P8 10,158,470 13,561,308 20,366,983 9,726,110 12,984,827 19,502,262
Crej = 20, 000 and Clp = 1, 000
P1 5,964,974 7,926,609 11,929,948 5,532,613 7,350,129 11,065,227
P2 5,804,840 7,726,443 11,609,681 5,372,480 7,149,962 10,744,960
P3 6,525,441 8,687,244 13,050,882 6,093,081 8,110,763 12,186,161
P4 6,205,174 8,246,877 12,410,348 5,772,814 7,670,396 11,545,627
P5 8,727,277 11,649,714 17,494,588 8,294,917 11,073,233 16,629,867
P6 7,286,075 9,728,112 14,612,184 6,853,715 9,151,631 13,747,463
P7 12,090,081 16,133,453 24,180,162 11,657,721 15,556,972 23,315,441
P8 9,207,678 12,290,248 18,455,389 8,775,317 11,713,767 17,590,668
Crej = 25, 000 and Clp = 700
P1 4,483,739 5,944,957 8,967,477 4,181,086 5,541,421 8,362,173
P2 4,283,572 5,694,748 8,567,144 3,980,919 5,291,212 7,961,839
P3 5,184,323 6,895,750 10,368,646 4,881,671 6,492,213 9,763,341
P4 4,783,989 6,345,291 9,567,978 4,481,337 5,941,754 8,962,673
P5 7,936,618 10,598,838 15,923,277 7,633,965 10,195,301 15,317,973
P6 6,135,116 8,196,835 12,320,273 5,832,463 7,793,298 11,714,968
P7 12,140,123 16,203,511 24,280,246 11,837,471 15,799,975 23,674,941
P8 8,537,119 11,399,505 17,124,279 8,234,466 10,995,969 16,518,974
Crej = 20, 000 and Clp = 700
P1 4,343,622 5,764,807 8,687,244 4,040,970 5,361,270 8,081,939
P2 4,183,488 5,564,640 8,366,977 3,880,836 5,161,104 7,761,672
P3 4,904,089 6,525,441 9,808,178 4,601,437 6,121,905 9,202,874
P4 4,583,822 6,085,074 9,167,644 4,281,170 5,681,537 8,562,340
P5 7,105,925 9,487,911 14,251,884 6,803,273 9,084,375 13,646,579
P6 5,664,723 7,566,309 11,369,480 5,362,071 7,162,773 10,764,176
P7 10,468,729 13,971,650 20,937,458 10,166,077 13,568,114 20,332,154
P8 7,586,326 10,128,445 15,212,685 7,283,673 9,724,909 14,607,380
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By comparing results in table 5.2, [ETCM+Q]M2 shows savings over [ETCM+Q]M1 .
Same as Pandey et al. (2010c), it is observed that the proposed approach by
them still gives better results compared to the conventional approaches that
do not consider the cost of rejection and when the maintenance is perfect as
we assumed.
5.2 MAINTENANCE, QUALITY CONTROL
DECISIONS, AND SCHEDULING
In Pandey et al. (2010a,b), the decision of when to do maintenance tpm
was integrated with the decisions of SPC quality control chart design pa-
rameters (Duncan’s mode) i.e. sample size ns, time between samples h, and
the number of standard deviations of the sampling distribution between the
center line of the control chart and the control limits k. The objective is
to simultaneously determine optimal values of ns, h, k, and tpm that mini-
mizes the cost of maintenance and quality control. The total expected cost
is associated with poor quality, inspection/ sampling, corrective/preventive
maintenance and process downtime. Pandey et al. (2010a,b) superimposed
the optimal preventive maintenance interval obtained onto the production-
schedule to determine optimal job sequences that will minimize penalty cost
incurred due to schedule delay.
In Pandey et al. (2010a,b), PM was assumed to be imperfect. We relaxed
this assumption and reproduced the results. The details of the relaxed model
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are described in the following.
The expected process quality control cost for the evaluation period is
given as
E[TCQ]Processfailure = E[Cprocess]× TevalE[Tcycle] (5.10)
We need to calculate the E[Cprocess] and E[Tcycle] for the quality control
chart. The cycle length consists of the in-control E[T1] and the out-of-control
time and process resetting or machine restoration time.
E[T1] =
1
λ
+ T0α
∞∑
i=0
i[e−λhi − e−λh(i+1) ] (5.11)
Where α is type I error and βδ is type II error for δ shift in mean. T0 is
the time spend to search for false alarm.
The out of control time E[T2] consists of the expected time of the following
events:
• the time between occurrence of an assignable cause and the next sample
• the expected time to trigger an out-of-control signal
• the expected time to plot and chart a sample nTs where Ts is time
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needed to sample and chart one item
• the expected time to validate the assignable cause T1
• the expected time to reset the process if failure is due to external rea-
sons Treset or the expected time to restore the machine MTCM if failure
is due to FM2
The out-of-control time E[T2] can be expressed as follows
E[T2] = h× (ARL2mc λ2λ + ARL2E λ1λ )− τ
+nsTs + T1 + (Treset
λ1
λ
+MTCM
λ2
λ
) (5.12)
E[Tcycle] = E[T1] + E[T2]
= 1
λ
+ T0 × SARL1 + h× (ARL2mc λ2λ + ARL2E λ1λ )− τ +
nsTs + T1 + (Treset
λ1
λ
+MTCM
λ2
λ
) (5.13)
For the evaluation period Teval, the expected process quality control cost
will be
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E[TCQ] = E[Ccycle]× Teval
E[Tcycle]
(5.14)
The process quality cost E[TCQ] consists of the following components:
the cost of rejection incurred while operating process in-control CI and out
of control Co, the cost of sampling, and the cost of evaluating the false
alarm and true alarm and cost of resetting or restoring (through corrective
maintenance) the process.
The expected total cost per unit time of preventive maintenance and
process quality control chart policy ECPUTM∗Q is the ratio of the sum of
the expected total cost of the process quality control E[TCQ], expected total
cost of preventive maintenance E[Cpm] and expected total cost of machine
failure E[CCM ]FM1 to the evaluation time.
ECPUTM∗Q =
E[CCM ]FM1 + E[Cpm] + E[TCQ]
Teval
(5.15)
Example:
A case of camshaft from an industrial context is presented. Most automo-
tive manufactures want to have a camshaft that optimizes the performance
level they need at a given revolution per minute. This requires proper ma-
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chining of the camshaft as per the specifications. Cam shaft diameter is an
important quality characteristic. Hence, an x¯ control chart is used to moni-
tor the manufacturing process. The initial values of relevant parameters are
presented in table 5.3
Table 5.3: Example parameters
Parameter value parameter value
δE 1.5 δmc 0.6
Ts 1/3 CF 100
Cv 50 Cf 1200
Crej 3000 CFCPCM 10000
Creset 5000 T0 1
T1 1 Treset 2
PR 10 Clp 400
LC 500 CFCPPM 1000
The global optimization tool box of Maple 12 has been used to solve
the optimization problem. The optimal values of decision variables that
minimize the expected total cost of system per unit time ECPUTM∗Q are as
follows h∗ = 22.47, k∗ = 5.63, n∗s = 8.78, t
∗
PM = 285.35 and ECPUT
∗
M∗Q =
108.74. The main decision parameters are to determine inspection timing h
and preventive maintenance timing tPM .
After finding the optimal time between maintenance, it will be super
imposed on the batch sequence. A full enumeration will be performed before
finding the optimal sequence. Consider a single machine that processes three
batches using the presented (in table 5.3) processing time, setup time, penalty
cost, due date (DD), and other production parameters
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Table 5.4: Parameters for batches
Batch P (min) size setup time total time Release DD Pi holding cost
1 6 500 3 53 0 100 75 1.71
2 3 500 1 26 0 50 50 1.71
3 2 500 2 18.66 0 40 45 1.71
The following costs are occurring and results in CPUTS as follows:
Tardiness =
∑
Pi [max(0, Ci − di)]
Inventory cost =
∑
hiQ¯iCi
CPUTS =
Tardinesscost+ Inventorycost
Cmax
Table 5.5 shows the cost of the different six sequences where sequence
3− 2− 1 gives the least cost.
Table 5.5: Possible batches sequences
sequence C1 C2 C3 T1 T2 T3 Penalty Inventory CPUTS
1-2-3 53 79 98 0 29 58 4060 333450 3443.98
1-3-2 53 98 72 0 48 32 3840 324472 3350.13
2-1-3 79 26 98 0 0 58 2610 321907 3311.40
2-3-1 98 26 45 0 0 5 225 278302 2842.12
3-1-2 72 98 19 0 48 0 2400 309937 3187.11
3-2-1 98 45 19 0 0 0 0 275310 2809.29
This section reproduced the work of Pandey et al. (2010b,c) with the
assumption of a perfect maintenance. The optimal PM interval that resulted
from the integrated model of maintenance and quality is superimposed on the
production schedule. A full enumeration for all possible combinations was
conducted to find where to place the PM job. The results with perfect PM,
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same as Pandey et al. (2010b,c), still advocates for the three way integration
between scheduling, maintenance and quality control.
5.3 CONCLUSIONS
In this chapter, we tested the integration between maintenance and qual-
ity control. In the first model, we tested the inclusion of maintenance into
the rejection cost due to quality deviation. The model studies the effect
of rejection cost on optimal maintenance planning decision. In the second
model, we tested the integration between economic design of control chart
with determining optimal timing for PM. The timing was superimposed on
a three jobs schedule and a full enumeration for the six sequences has been
explored to determine the minimal cost. In the two sections, the integration
is highly justified between scheduling, maintenance and quality control.
Chapter 6
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
6.1 SUMMARY
This dissertation considered the integration of scheduling of production,
maintenance and quality control functions. Chapter 2 of this dissertation pre-
sented a comprehensive review for the state-of-the art framework of the litera-
ture and identified gaps for further investigation. A framework for classifying
integrated models into interrelated and integrated models is presented. Mod-
els that consider one function with the effect of other function as a constraint
is classified as “interrelated”. Models that jointly considers the decisions of
two functions or more are classified as “integrated” models.
Chapter 3 of the dissertation studied integrating job scheduling and pre-
ventive maintenance (PM) on a single machine so that the expected total
job completion times is minimized. The machine is subjected to random
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breakdowns that follow an increasing failure hazard rate. If the machine fails
while processing a job, it is subjected to a minimal repair action that brings
the machine back to operation without altering its age. The problem was
formulated as a mixed integer program that once solved provides a schedule
that combines job processing and PM.
The same problem is considered in the Chapter 4 of the dissertation with
the objective of minimizing the total cost of PM, repair, and work in pro-
cess inventory. Maintenance cost is affected by the frequency of performing
preventive maintenance, where in each time a fixed cost occurs. The repair
cost and inventory cost were considered. The problem was formulated as a
mixed integer program that once solved provides a schedule that combines
PM and job processing.
6.2 DISSERTATION CONTRIBUTION
The main contributions of this dissertation are the following:
1. A comprehensive review for integrated modeling literature is provided.
The review differentiates between the models depending on the inte-
gration level. This review provides researchers with a well structured
overview of the literature that helps in identifying gaps that are still
open for research and their relation to other well studied areas.
2. A mixed integer program was proposed to solve the integrated schedul-
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ing of job processing and preventive maintenance operations. The ob-
jective function was to minimize the expected total weighted comple-
tion times. An explicit formula was proposed to the objective function
that include decision variables related to job scheduling as well as pre-
ventive maintenance. The results of this part of the dissertation ad-
vance research of integration of production and maintenance one step
ahead.
3. A model that captures costs of preventive maintenance, minimal repair
and work in process holding cost was proposed. The problem was
formulated and solved as a mixed integer program. This model brings
integration in the context of economic optimization which is a major
concern in real life applications.
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6.3 FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
The area of integrated modeling is still wide open for further research in
different dimensions. From a production scheduling point of view, it would be
of great interest to consider multiple machines with different types of shops
like jobshop, flowshop and parallel machines. From a maintenance point of
view, different polices or different maintenance actions can be explored. Such
an enhancement to the current models would help well with the advanced
problems faced by todays manufacturers. The following suggestions are also
worth exploring:
1. With the rise of globalization and the concept of open markets, most
plants are producing different types of products for different markets.
As such, many issues can be considered such as:
(a) The pricing of these products becomes an issue and should be
connected to the production, maintenance and quality costs.
(b) Logistics can be included and the maintenance of the fleet can be
part of the model.
(c) Integrated models can be studied with the trends of outsourcing
policies for maintenance and productions of subcomponents.
2. Integrated models can also be extended to other job related perfor-
mance measures, such as meeting due dates or multi performance cri-
teria.
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3. The assumption of constant maintenance and repair times can be gen-
eralized to be random variables following a certain distribution. The
model can be studied under the effect of different repair and preventive
maintenance time random distributions.
4. In many cases, the machine is drastically affected by the type of job it
performs. This effect can be investigated in future work.
5. The inventory consumption was assumed to be linearly affected by
processing times. The model should perhaps be tested with non linear
inventory consumption, as well.
Appendix A
GAMS code for minimizing EWCT
sets
i positions / 1*3/
j jobs /1*3/ ;
alias(i,f);
Parameters
p(j) process time j
/
1 8
2 48
3 41
/
w(j) weight j
/
1 2
2 10
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3 10
/;
Scalar beta shape factor in failure distribution /2/;
Scalar theta scale factor in failure distribution /100/;
Scalar age starting machine age /88/;
Scalar tp preventive maintenance time /5/;
Scalar tr repair time /15/;
Variables
x(i,j) sequence decision
y(i) maintenance decision
a(i) machine ages
a_bar_0 machine starting effective age
a_bar(i) machine effective ages
m_a(i) integrated hazard for machine ages
m_a_bar_0 integrated hazard for machine starting effective ages
m_a_bar(i) integrated hazard for machine effective ages
ex_p(i) expected processing time
pos_p(i) process time in position i
pos_w(i) weight in position i
z total expected completion time;
Binary Variable x;
Binary Variable y;
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Positive Variable a;
Positive Variable a_bar;
Positive Variable a_bar_0;
Positive Variable m_a;
Positive Variable m_a_bar;
Positive Variable m_a_bar_0;
Positive Variable ex_p;
Positive Variable pos_p;
Positive Variable pos_w;
Equations
cost define objective function
c1(i) position process
c2(i) position weight
c3 age after first job
c4(i) age after each job after i=1
c5 effective age before job 1
c6(i) age after each job
c7 integrate hazard for effective initial machine age
c8(i) integrate hazard for effective age before each job
c9(i) integrate hazard for effective age after each job
c10 expected processing time for first job
c11(i) expected processing time for jobs after first job
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c12(j) one job only will occupy each position
c13(i) one position only for one job ;
cost .. z =e= sum(i, sum( f$(ord(f)>=ord(i)), pos_w(f)) *(y(i)*tp+ex_p(i)) );
c1(i) .. pos_p(i) =e= sum(j,x(i,j)*p(j));
c2(i) .. pos_w(i) =e= sum(j,x(i,j)*w(j));
c3 .. a(’1’) =e= pos_p(’1’)+(1-y(’1’))*age;
c4(i-1) .. a(i) =e= pos_p(i)+a_bar(i-1);
c5 .. a_bar_0 =e= (1-y(’1’))*age;
c6(i-1) .. a_bar(i-1) =e= (1-y(i))* a(i-1);
c7 .. m_a_bar_0 =e= (a_bar_0/theta)**beta;
c8(i-1) .. m_a_bar(i-1) =e= (a_bar(i-1)/theta)**beta;
c9(i) .. m_a(i) =e= (a(i)/theta)**beta;
c10 .. ex_p(’1’) =e= pos_p(’1’)+tr*(m_a(’1’)-m_a_bar_0);
c11(i-1) .. ex_p(i) =e= pos_p(i)+tr*(m_a(i)-m_a_bar(i-1));
c12(j) .. sum(i,x(i,j)) =e= 1;
c13(i) .. sum(j,x(i,j)) =e= 1;
model transport /all/;
Solve transport using minlp minimizing z;
Display x.l,y.l, z.l;
Appendix B
Full enumeration code
clear all
l=1;f=0;
%for nn=1:l
N=3; %Number of jobs
% %for i=1:2^N*factorial(N)
sequence=perms(1:1:N);
% PP =randint(1,N,[1,50]);
% WW = randint(1,N,[1,10]);
% age=randint(1,1,[1,100]);
age=88;
PP=[8 48 41];
PP_j=PP;
WW=[2 10 10];
WW_j=WW;
eta=100;
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beta=2;
t_r=15;
t_p=5;
age_th=eta^2*t_p./(2*t_r*PP);
%end
%for i=1:size(sequence,2)
% perms(0:1:1)
% nchoosek(0:1:3,4)
% dec2bin(1)
% dec2bin(7,N)
y=zeros(2^N,N);%maintenance decisions
for i=1:2^N
y(i,:)=bitget(uint8(i), N:-1:1);
end
for i=1:size(sequence,1)% filling the sequence
for j=1:size(sequence,2)
for m=1:N
if sequence(i,j)==m
P(i,j)=PP(m);
W(i,j)=WW(m);
WSPT(i,j)=W(i,j)/P(i,j);
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%age_th(i,j)=eta^2*t_p/(2*t_r*P(i,j));
end
end
end
end
a={}; %age after job completion
for i=1:size(sequence,1)
a{i}=zeros(2^N,N);
for h=1:2^N
a{i}(h,1)=age;
end
end
af={}; %effective age
for i=1:size(sequence,1)
af{i}=zeros(2^N,N);
end
for k=1:size(sequence,1)
for i=1:2^N
for j=1:N
if j==1
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% af(i,j)=age
%a{k}(i,j)= age*(1-y(i,j))
af{k}(i,j)= (1-y(i,j))*a{k}(i,j);
else
a{k}(i,j)=af{k}(i,j-1)+P(k,j-1);
af{k}(i,j)= (1-y(i,j))*a{k}(i,j);
end
end
end
end
Cj={}; % completion time
for k=1:size(sequence,1)
Cj{k}={};
for i=1:2^N
Cj{k}{i}=0;
end
end
for k=1:size(sequence,1)
for i=1:2^N
for j=1:N
if j==1
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Cj{k}{i}(j)=y(i,j)*t_p+P(k,j)+ ...
t_r*((a{k}(i,j+1)/eta)^beta-(af{k}(i,j)/eta)^beta );
elseif j==N
Cj{k}{i}(j)=Cj{k}{i}(j-1)+y(i,j)*t_p+P(k,j)+...
t_r*(((af{k}(i,j)+P(k,j))/eta)^beta-(af{k}(i,j)/eta)^beta );
else
Cj{k}{i}(j)=Cj{k}{i}(j-1)+y(i,j)*t_p+P(k,j)+...
t_r*((a{k}(i,j+1)/eta)^beta-(af{k}(i,j)/eta)^beta );
end
end
end
end
cc=1; %c_count
C=0;
for k=1:size(sequence,1)
for i=1:2^N
C(cc)=sum(W(k,:).*Cj{k}{i});
cc=cc+1;
end
end
[as,bs]=min(C);
bs1=ceil(bs/2^N);
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bs2=mod(bs,2^N);
sequenceo=sequence(bs1,:);
yo=bitget(str2num(dec2bin(bs2,N)), N:-1:1);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%TWEC
WSPT_min=sort(WSPT(1,:),’descend’);
for i=1:size(sequence,1)
if WSPT(i,:)==WSPT_min
sequence_TWEC=sequence(i,:);
s1=(i-1)*2^N+1;
s2=i*2^N;
TWEC=zeros(1,2^N);
r=0;
for s=s1:s2
r=r+1;
TWEC(r)=C(s);
end
COST_WSPT=min(TWEC);
for d=1:2^N
if TWEC(d)==COST_WSPT
y_WSPT=bitget(str2num(dec2bin(d,N)), N:-1:1);
end
end
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end
end
a_2=age;
Ni=N;
y_2={};
indexes=1:size(PP,2);
indexes_j=0;%indexes;
WSPT_remain={};
af_2c={};
for j=1:N
for i=1:N
% if sum(i==indexes_j)==1
% y_2{j}(i)=[];
% else
if a_2(j)<age_th(i)
y_2{j}(i)=0;
else
y_2{j}(i)=1
end
% end
af_2(i)=(1-y_2{j}(i))*a_2(j);
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if j==1
WSPT_remain{j}(i)=WW_j(i)/(y_2{j}(i)*t_p+PP_j(i)+...
t_r*(((af_2(i)+PP_j(i))/eta)^beta-(af_2(i)/eta)^beta ));
else
if sum(i==indexes_j)==1
%for t=1:length(indexes_j)
WSPT_remain{j}(i)=0; %
%end
else
WSPT_remain{j}(i)=WW_j(i)/(y_2{j}(i)*t_p+PP_j(i)+...
t_r*(((af_2(i)+PP_j(i))/eta)^beta-(af_2(i)/eta)^beta ));
end
end
end
[J_value,J_max(j)]=max(WSPT_remain{j});
indexes_j(j)=J_max(j);
% Ni=Ni-1;
a_2(j+1)=af_2(J_max(j))+PP(J_max(j));
%PP_j(J_max(j))
% PP_j = PP(indexes_j);
% WW_j = WW(indexes_j);
af_2c{j}=af_2;
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y_2c(j)=y_2{j}(J_max(j));
clear af_2;
end
y_2c
indexes_j
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
COST_WSPT_remain=min(C);
sequence_TWEC_remain=indexes_j;
y_WSPT_remain=y_2c;
output={min(C),COST_WSPT,COST_WSPT_remain;...
sequenceo,sequence_TWEC,sequence_TWEC_remain;...
yo,y_WSPT,y_WSPT_remain};
% m={};
if COST_WSPT > min(C)
% f=f+1;
COST_WSPT;
sequence_TWEC;
y_WSPT;
min(C);
sequenceo;
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yo;
end
% end
% f_percent=(1-f/l)*100
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Nomenclature
PM Preventive maintenance
n Number of job to be scheduled
Pj Processing time of job j
wj Weight of job j
P[j] Processing time of the i
th job in the sequence
w[j] Weight of i
th job in the sequence
c[i] Expected completion time of i
th job
T Time to failure
β Weibull shape parameter for probability distribution of T
η Weibull scale parameter for probability distribution of T
a[0] Age of the machine prior to job sequencing-PM planning
a[i] Age of the machine after the i
th job in the sequence
tr Time required to repair the machine
tp Time required to perform PM on the machine
τ Time elapsed since last PM
N(τ) Number of machine failures in τ time units of machine operation
m(τ) Expected number of failures in period of τ
z(τ) Hazard function of τ
yi PM binary decision variable
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cp PM cost
cm Minimal repair cost
Qi Job order size
hi Holding cost for one working piece of job order
FC1 Failure mode 1
FC2 Failure mode 2
δE Shift in the mean due to external factor
δmc Shift in the mean due to FM2
βδ type II error
α Type I error
LCL Lower control limit
UCL Upper control limit
LSL Lower specifications limit
USL Upper specifications limit
ns sample size
CCM cost of corrective maintenance
CPUT Cost per unit time
NCM Number of corrective maintenance
MTTRCM Mean time to repair
MTTRPM Mean time to PM
PR Production rate
Clp Cost of lost production
LC Labor cost
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CRep Cost of repair
CRes Cost of restoration
TBM Time between maintenance
CRej Cost of rejection
Rδ Percentage of nonconforming items
E[Ndefect] Expected number of defectives
Ts Time to sample and chart one item
T0 Time spent to search for false alarm
T1 Time to validate the assignable cause
cf False alarm cost
cF Fixed cost per sample
cv variable cost per sample
ARL1 Average run length when process in control
ARL2 Average run length when process out control
CFCPCM Fixed cost per CM
CFCPPM Fixed cost per PM
PFM2 is the probability to have failure mode
h Time between samples
k Control chart width
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